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ARMENIAN CLAIMS AND HISTORICAL FACTS

QUESTION 1: WAS EASTERN ANATOLIA THE ORIGINAL HOMELAND
OF THE ARMENIANS?

Even Armenian historians disagree on this question. Let us examine some of
their intradictory theories while looking into Anatolian history.
1. The Biblical Noah Theory. According to this idea, the Armenians descended
from Hayk, great-great grandson of the Biblical patriarch Noah. Since Noah's Arc is
supposed to have come to rest on Mount Ararat, the advocates of this idea conclude
that eastern Anatolia must have been the original Armenian homeland, adding that
Hayk lived some four hundred years and expanded his dominion as far as Babylon. This
claim is based entirely on fables, not on any scientific evidence, and is not worthy of
further consideration. The historian Auguste Carriere summarily dismisses it stating
that "it depends entirely on information provided by some Armenian historians, most of which was
made up." 1
2. The Urartu Theory. Some Armenians claim that they were the people of
Urartu, which existed in eastern Anatolia starting about 3000 B.C. until it was defeated
and destroyed by the Medes, with its territory being contested for some time by Lydia
and the Medes until it finally fell under the influence of the latter. This claim has no basis
in fact. No form of the name Armenian is found in any inscription in Anatolia dating
from that period, nor was there any milarity at all between the Armenian language and
that of Urartu, the former being a member of the Satem group of Indo European
languages, while the latter was similar to the Ural-Altaic languages. Nor were there any
similarities between their cultures. The most recent archaeological finds in the area
of Erzurum support these conclusions very clearly. There is, therefore, absolutely no
evidence at all to support the claim that the people of Urartu were Armenian.
3. The Thracian-Phrygian Theory. The theory most favored by Armenian
historians claims that they descended from a Thracian-Phrygian group, that
originated in the Balkan Peninsula and by the pressure of Illyrians migrated to eastern
Anatolia in the sixth century B.C. This theory is based on the fact that the name Armenian
was mentioned for the first time in the Behistan inscription of the Mede (Persian)
Emperor Darius from the year 521 B.C.,"I defeated the Armenians." If accepted, of course,
this view effectively contradicts and disproves the Noah and Urartu theories.
1

CARRIERE, Auguste, Moise de Khoren et la Généalogie Patriarcale, Paris, 1896
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4. The Southern Caucasus Theory. This idea claims that the Armenians are
related racially and culturally to the peoples of the Southern Caucasus and that,
therefore, they originated there. It is, however, supported only by the fact that Darius
defeated the Armenians in the Caucasus. The Armenians are in no way related to any of
the Caucasian races.
5. The Turanian Theory. Some Armenians have adduced similarities of certain
elements of the Armenian language and culture with those of some Turkish and Azeri
tribes of the Caucasus to document a relationship, but this remains to be proved.
Whichever, if any, of these theories is correct, it is very certain that the
Armenians did not originate in Anatolia, nor did they live there for three to four
thousand years, as claimed. They have put forward these ideas merely to support their
claims that the Turks drove them out of a homeland in which they have lived for
thousands of years, but they can not stand up to the facts.
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QUESTION 2: DID THE TURKS TAKE THE LANDS OF THE
ARMENIANS BY FORCE ?

The territory in which the Armenians lived together for a time never was ruled by
them as an independent, sovereign state. This territory was ruled by others from the
earliest times from which there is evidence that Armenians lived there. From 521 to
344 B.C. it was a province of Persia. From 334 to 215 B.C. it was part of the
Macedonian Empire. From 215 to 190 B.C. it was controlled by the Selephkites. From
190 until 220 A.D. it frequently changed hands between the Roman Empire and the
Parthians. From 220 until the start of the fifth century it was a Sassanian province, and
from then until the seventh century it belonged to Byzantium. From the seventh to the
tenth centuries it was controlled by the Arabs. It returned again to Byzantine rule in the
tenth century and, finally, it came under the domination of the Turks starting in the
eleventh century.
The Armenians living in this territory who remained under the rule of these
various empires, could not continuously maintain any sort of independent or unified
Armenian state. At the most, a few Armenian noble families dominated certain districts
as feudal vassals of the neighboring imperial suzerains, serving as buffers between the
powerful empires that surrounded them. Most of these Armenian "principalities" were,
thus, simply set up by local Armenian nobles within their own feudal dominions, or by
the neighboring empires, who in this way secured their military services against their
enemies. The best example of this was the Baghratid family, long brought forward by
Armenian nationalist historians as an example of their historic independent existence,
which was in fact put in charge of its territory by the Arab Caliphs. Some of the
"Armenian" families which assumed the title of principality at this time were, moreover,
really Persian rather than Armenian in origin. That they did not constitute any sort of
independent nation is shown in the statement of the Armenian historian Kevork Asian:
"The Armenians lived as local notables. They had no feeling of national unity. There were no
political bonds or ties among them. Their only attachments were to the neighboring notables. Thus
whatever national feelings they had were local. " 2
These Armenian principalities existed for centuries under the control of various
great empires and states, often changing sides to secure maximum advantage, and thus
2

ASLAN, Kevork, L'Arménie et les Arméniens, Istanbul, 1914.
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earning for Armenians often caustic and critical remarks from contemporary historians, as
for example the Roman historian Tacitus, who in his Annalium liber wrote:
"The Armenians change their position relating to Rome and the Persian Empire, sometimes
supporting one and sometimes the other", concluding that they are "a strange people."
It was as a result of these conditions, and then, the Armenians' lack of unity
and strength, their very failure to create a real state, their weakness in relation to their
neighbors, the fact that the territory in which they lived was the scene of constant
conflict among their more powerful suzerains from all sides, that they often were
deported, or moved voluntarily, from the lands where they first lived when they appeared
in history. Thus when they fled from the Persians they settled in the area of Kayseri, in
Central Anatolia. They were deported by the Sassanians into central Iran, by the Arabs
into Syria and the Arabian Peninsula, by the Byzantines into Central Anatolia and to
Istanbul, Thrace, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary, Transylvania and the Crimea.
During the Crusades, they went to Cyprus, Crete and Italy. In flight from the Mongols
they settled in Kazan and Astrakhan in Central Asia, and, finally, they were
subsequently deported by the Russians from the Crimea and the Caucasus into the
interior of Russia. As a result of these centuries-long deportations and migrations, then,
the Armenians were widely scattered from Sicily to India and from the Crimea to Arabia,
thus forming what they call "the Armenian diaspora" centuries before they were deported
by the Ottomans in 1915.
The Armenians broke away from the Byzantine church in 451,150 years after
they accepted Christianity, leading to long centuries of Armenian-Byzantine clashes which
went on until the Turks settled in Anatolia starting in the late 1 lth century, with the
Byzantines working to wipe out the Armenians and eliminate the Armenian principalities
in order to maintain Greek Orthodoxy throughout their dominions. Contemporary
Armenian historians report in great detail how the Byzantines deported Armenians as
well as using them against enemy forces in the vanguard of the Byzantine armies. As a
result of this, when the Seljuk Turks started flooding into Anatolia starting in the late
11th century, they did not encounter any Armenian principalities; the only force
remaining to resist them was that of Byzantium. The Seljuk ruler Alparslan captured the
lands of the Armenian Principality of Ani in 1064, but it had previously been brought to
an end by the Byzantine in 1045, nineteen years earlier, with Greeks being brought in to
replace the Armenians who had been deported. It is therefore false to claim that the
Seljuk Turks destroyed any Armenian principality, let alone a state. This already had been
done by the Byzantines, and it was in fact the social and economic ferment that resulted
which greatly facilitated the subsequent Turkish settlement. Contemporary Armenian
historians interpret this Turkish conquest of Anatolia to have constituted their liberation
from the long centuries of Byzantine misrule and oppression. The Armenian historian
Asoghik thus reports that "Because of the Armenians' enmity toward Byzantium, they welcomed
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the Turkish entry into Anatolia and even helped them." The Armenian historian Mathias of
Edessa likewise relates that the Armenians rejoiced and celebrated publicly when the
Turks conquered his city, Edessa (today's Urfa).
An Armenian principality did arise in Cilicia starting in 1080 but it was the result,
not of the Turkish settlement in Anatolia, as has been claimed, but, rather, of the
Byzantine destruction of the last Armenian principalities in eastern Anatolia, which
caused a flood of Armenians fleeing into Cilicia. This principality maintained good
relations with the Turks even as it provided assistance to the Crusaders who passed
through its territory on their way to the Holy Land, while accepting the suzerainty, first
of Byzantium, and then after it declined, of the Crusader Kingdoms, the Mongols, and,
finally, the Catholic Lusignan family which gained control of Cyprus. This sort of
relationship with "unbelievers", however, displeased the Gregorian Armenian church,
with the resulting internal divisions playing a significant role in the Principality's
conquest by the Mamluks of Syria and Egypt in 1375. In the end, the most significant
consequence of this last Armenian principality was the establishment of a separate
Armenian church from the one centered at Echmiadzin, which added to the internal
divisions within Armenian Orthodoxy which remain important to the present day.
Thus when eastern Anatolia was conquered by Fatih Mehmet II and Yavuz Sultan
Selim I, it was taken from the White Sheep Turkomans and from the Safavids of Iran,
who had occupied it after the Byzantines had retired; while Yavuz Selim took Cilicia from
the Mamluks. In no case, therefore, did the Ottoman Turks conquer or occupy an
existing Armenian state or principality. In every case, these Armenians had previously
been conquered by peoples other than the Turks.
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QUESTION 3: HAVE THE TURKS ALWAYS ATTACKED AND MISRULED
ARMENIANS THROUGHOUT HISTORY ?

Armenian propagandists have claimed that the Turks mistreated non-Muslims,
and in particular Armenians, throughout history in order to provide support for their
claims of "genocide" against the Ottoman Empire, since it would otherwise be difficult
for them to explain how the Turks, who had lived side by side with the Armenians in
peace for some 600 years, suddenly rose up to massacre them all. The Armenians
moreover, have tried to interpret Turkish rule in terms of a constant struggle between
Christianity and Islam, thus to assure belief in whatever they say about the Turks on the
part of the modern Christian world.
The evidence of history overwhelmingly denies these claims. We already have seen
that the contemporary Armenian historians themselves related how the Armenians of
Byzantium welcomed the Seljuk conquest with celebrations and thanksgivings to God
for having rescued them from Byzantine oppression. The Seljuks gave protection to an
Armenian church which the Byzantines had been trying to destroy. They abolished the
oppressive taxes which the Byzantines had imposed on the Armenian churches,
monasteries and priests, and in fact exempted such religious institutions from all taxes.
The Armenian community was left free to conduct its internal affairs in its own way,
including religious activities and deducation, and there never was any time at which
Armenians or other non-Muslims were compelled to convert to Islam. The Armenian
spiritual leaders in fact went to Seljuk Sultan Melikshah to thank him for this protection.
The Armenian historian Mathias of Edessa relates that,
"Melikshah's heart is full of affection and goodwill for Christians; he has treated the sons of
Jesus Christ very well, and he has given the Armenian people affluence, peace, and happiness. " 3
After the death of the Seljuk Sultan Kilich Arslan, the same historian wrote,
"Kilich Arslan's death has driven Christians into mourning since he was a charitable person
of high character. "
How well the Seljuk Turks treated the Armenians is shown by the fact that
some Armenian noble families like the Tashirk family accepted Islam of their own free
will and joined the Turks in fighting Byzantium.
3

MATHIAS of EDESSA, Chronicles, Nr.129.
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Turkish tradition and Muslim law dictated that non-Muslims should be well
treated in Turkish and Muslim empires. The conquering Turks therefore made
agreements with their non-Muslim subjects by which the latter accepted the status of
zhimmi, agreeing to keep order and pay taxes in return for protection of their rights and
traditions. People from different religions were treated with an unprecedented tolerance
which was reflected into the philosophies based on goodwill and human values cherished
by great philosophers in this era such as Yunus Emre and Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi who
are well-known in the Islamic world with their benevolent mottoes such as "having the
same view for all 72 different nations" and "you will be welcome whoever you are, and whatever you
believe in". This was in stark contrast to the terrible treatment which Christian rulers and
conquerors often have meted out to Christians of other sects, let alone non-Christians
such as Muslims and Jews, as for example the Byzantine persecution of the Armenian
Gregorians, Venetian persecution of the Greek Orthodox inhabitants of the Morea
and the Aegean islands, and Hungarian persecution of the Bogomils.
The establishment and expansion of the Ottoman Empire, and in particular
the destruction of Byzantium following Fatih Mehmed's conquest of Istanbul in 1453
opened a new era of religious, political, social, economic and cultural prosperity for the
Armenians as well as the other non-Muslim and Muslim peoples of the new state. The
very first Ottoman ruler, Osman Bey (1300-1326), permitted the Armenians to establish
their first religious center in western Anatolia, at Kutahya, to protect them from
Byzantine oppression. This center subsequently was moved, along with the Ottoman
capital, first to Bursa in 1326 and then to Istanbul in 1461, with Fatih Mehmet issuing a
ferman definitively establishing the Armenian Patriarchate there under Patriarch
Hovakim and his successors. 4 As a result, thousands of Armenians emigrated to Istanbul
from Iran, the Caucasus, eastern and central Anatolia, the Balkans and the Crimea, not
because of force or persecution, but because the great Ottoman conqueror had made his
empire into a true center of Armenian life. The Armenian community and church thus
expanded and prospered as parts of the expansion and prosperity of the Ottoman
Empire.
The Gregorian Armenians of the Ottoman Empire, like the other major religious
groups, were organized into millet communities under their own religious leaders. Thus
the ferman issued by Fatih Mehmet establishing the Armenian Patriarchate of Istanbul
specified that the Patriarch was not only the religious leader of the Armenians, but also
their secular leader. The Armenians had the same rights as Muslims, but they also had
certain special privileges, most important among which was exemption from military
service. Armenians and other non-Muslims generally paid the same taxes as Muslims,
with the exception of the Poll Tax (Harach or Jizye), which was imposed on them in place
of the state taxes based particularly on Muslim religious law, the Alms Tax (Zakat) and
4

URAS, Esat, Tarihte Ermeniler ve Ermeni Meselesi, 2nd Edition, Istanbul, 1976, p. 149.
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the Tithe (Osur), from which non-Muslims were exempted. The Armenian millet
religious leaders themselves assessed and collected the Poll Taxes from their followers
and turned the collections over to the Treasury officials of the state.
The Armenians were allowed to establish religious foundations (vakif) to
provide financial support for their religious, cultural, educational and charity activities,
and when needed the Ottoman state treasury gave additional financial assistance to
the Armenian institutions which carried out these activities as well as to the Armenian
Patriarchate itself. These Armenian foundations remain in operation to the present day
in the Turkish Republic, providing substantial financial support to the operations of the
Armenian church.
By Ottoman law all Christian subjects who were not Greek Orthodox were
included in the Armenian Gregorian millet. Thus the Paulicians and Yakubites in
Anatolia as well as the Bogomils and Gypsies in the Balkans were counted as
Armenians, leading to substantial disputes in later times as to the total number of
Armenians actually living in the Empire.
The Armenian community expanded and prospered as a result of the freedom
granted by the sultans. At the same time Armenians shared, and contributed to, the
Turkish-Ottoman culture and ways of life and government to such an extent that they
earned the particular trust and confidence of the sultans over the centuries, gaining the
attribute "the loyal millet". Ottoman Armenians became extremely wealthy bankers,
merchants, and industrialists, while many at the same time rose to high positions in
governmental service. In the 19th century, for example, twenty-nine Armenians achieved
the highest governmental rank of Pasha. There were twenty-two Armenian ministers,
including the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Finance, Trade and Post, with other
Armenians making major contributions to the departments concerned with agriculture,
economic development, and the census. There also were thirty-three Armenian
representatives appointed and elected to the Parliaments formed after 1826, seven
ambassadors, eleven consul-generals and consuls, eleven university professors, and fortyone other officials of high rank. 5
Over the centuries Armenians also made major contributions to Ottoman
Turkish art, culture and music, producing many artists of first rank who are objects of
praise and sources of pride for Turks as well as Armenians in Turkey. The first
Armenian printing press was established in the Ottoman Empire in the 16th century.
Thus the Armenians and Turks, and all the various races of the Empire lived in
peace and mutual trust over the centuries, with no serious complaints being made against
the Ottoman system or administration which made such a situation possible. It is true that,
5

Facts from the Turkish Armenians, Jamanak, Istanbul, 1980, p. 4 et KOÇAŞ, Sadi; Tarih Boyunca Ermeniler ve TürkErmeni İlişkileri, Ankara, 1967, pp. 92 -115.
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from time to time, internal difficulties did arise within some of the individual millets.
Within the Armenian millet disputes arose over the election of the patriarch between
the "native" Armenians, who had come to Istanbul from Anatolia and the Crimea, and
those called "eastern" or "foreign" Armenians, who came from Iran and the Caucasus.
These groups often complained against each other to the Ottomans, trying to gain
governmental support for their own candidates and interests, and at the same time
complaining about the Ottomans whenever the decisions went against them, despite the
long-standing Ottoman insistence on maintaining strict neutrality between the groups.
The gradual triumph of the "easterners" led to the appointment of non-religious
individuals as Patriarchs, to corruption and misrule within the Armenian millet, and to
bloody clashes among conflicting political groups, against which the Ottomans were
forced to intervene to prevent the Armenians from annihilating each other.
These internal disputes, as well as the general decline of religious standards within
the Gregorian millet led many Armenians to accept the teachings of foreign Catholic
and Protestant missionaries sent into the Empire during the 19th century, causing the
creation of separate millets for them later in the century. The Armenian Gregorian
leaders asked the Ottoman government to intervene and prevent such conversions, but
the Ottomans refrained from doing so on the grounds that it was an internal problem
which had to be dealt with by the millet and not the state. Bloody clashes followed, with
the Gregorian patriarchs Chuhajian and Tahtajian going so far to excommunicate and
banish all Armenian protestants. 6 Later on, serious clashes also emerged among the
Armenian Catholics as to the nature of their relationship with the Pope, with the latter
excommunicating all those who did not accept his supremacy, forcing the Ottomans
finally to intervene and reconcile the two Catholic groups in 1888.
The freedom granted and the great tolerance shown by the Ottomans to nonMuslims was so well known throughout Europe that the empire of the sultans became a
major place of refuge for those fleeing from religious and political persecution. Starting
with the thousands of Jews who fled from persecution in Spain following its re-conquest
in 1492, Jews fled to the Ottoman Empire from the regular pogroms to which they were
subjected in Central and East Europe and Russia. Catholics and Protestants likewise
fled to the Ottoman Empire, often entering the service of the sultans and making major
contributions to Ottoman military and governmental life. Many of the political refugees
from the reaction that followed the 1848 revolutions in Europe also fled for protection
to the Ottoman Empire.
The claims that the Ottomans misruled non-Muslims in general and the
Armenians in particular thus are disproved by history, as attested by major western
historians, from the Armenians Asoghik and Mathias to Voltaire, Lamartine, Claude
Farrere, Pierre Loti, Nogueres Hone Caetani, Philip Marshall Brown, Michelet, Sir
6

SCHEMSI, Kara, Turcs et Arméniens devant l'Histoire, Genève, Imprimerie Nationale, 1919, p. 19.
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Charles Wilson, Politis, Arnold, Bronsart, Roux, Grousset Edgar Granville Garnier,
Toynbee, Bernard Lewis, Shaw, Price, Lewis Thomas, Bombaci and others, some of
whom could certainly not be labelled as pro-turkish. To cite but a few of them:
Voltaire:
"The great Turk is governing in peace twenty nations from different religions. Turks have taught
to Christians how to be moderate in peace and gentle in victory."
Philip Marshall Brown:
"Despite the great victory they won, Turks have generously granted to the people in the conquered
regions the right to administer themselves according to their own rules and traditions."
Politis who was the Foreign Minister in the Greek Government led by Prime
Minister Venizelos:
"The rights and interests of the Greeks in Turkey could not be better protected by any other
power but the Turks"
J. W. Arnold:
"It is an undeniable historic fact that the Turkish armies have never interfered in the religious
and cultural affairs in the areas they conquered."
German General Bronsart:
"Unless they are forced, Turks are the world's most tolerant people towards those of other
religions'."
Even when Napoleon Bonaparte sought to stir a revolt among the Armenian
Catholics of Palestine and Syria to support his invasion in 1798-1799, his Ambassador
in Istanbul General Sebastiani replied that "The Armenians are so content with their lives here
that this is impossible."
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QUESTION 4: DID THE TURKS REALLY TRY TO MASSACRE THE
ARMENIANS STARTING IN THE 1890's ?

The so-called "Armenian Question" is generally thought of as having begun in the
second half of the nineteenth century. One can easily point to the Russo-Turkish war
(1877 -78) and the Congress of Berlin (1878) which concluded the war as marking the
emergence of this question as a problem in Europe. In fact, however, one must really go
back to Russian activities in the East starting in the 1820's to uncover its origins. Czarist
Russia at the time was beginning a major new imperial expansion across Central Asia, in
the process overrunning major Turkish Khanates in its push toward the borders of
China and the Pacific Ocean. At the same time, Russian imperial ambitions turned
southward as the Czars sought to gain control of Ottoman territory to extend their
landlocked empire to the Mediterranean and the open seas. As an essential element of
this ambition, Russia sought to undermine Ottoman strength from within by stirring
the national ambitions of the Sultan's subject Christian peoples, in particular those with
whom it shared a common Orthodox religious heritage, the Greeks and the Slavs in the
Balkans and the Armenians. At the same time that Russian agents fanned the fires of the
Greek Revolution and stirred the beginnings of Pan-Slavism in Serbia and Bulgaria,
others moved into the Caucasus and worked to secure Russian influence over the
Catholicos of the Armenian Gregorian Church of Echmiadzin, to which most Ottoman
Gregorians had strong emotional attachments. The Russians used the Catholicos'jealousy
of the Istanbul Patriarch to gain his support to such an extent that Catholicos Nerses
Aratarakes himself led a force of 60,000 Armenians in support of the Russian army that
fought Iran in the Caucasus in 1827 -1828, in the process capturing most of Iran's
Caucasus possessions, including those areas where the Armenians lived. This new
Russian presence along the borders of eastern Anatolia, combined with the support of
the Catholicos, enabled them to extend their influence among Armenians in the Ottoman
Empire. Russian pressure in Istanbul finally got the Patriarch to add the Catholicos' name
to his daily prayers starting in 1844, furthering the latter's ability to influence Ottoman
Armenians in Russia's favor in the years that followed. Most Ottoman Armenians were
still too content with their lot in the Sultan's dominions to be seriously influenced by
this Russian propaganda, but those who immigrated to Russian Armenia to join the
Russian effort against Ottoman stability and power. The lands that they abandoned were
turned over to Muslim refugees flooding into the Empire from persecution in Russia
and Eastern Europe. This led to serious land disputes when many of the Armenian
emigrants, or their descendants, unhappy with life in Russia, sought to return to the
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Ottoman Empire in the 1880's and 1890's.
The Russians were not the only foreign power seeking to protect the
Ottoman Christians. England and France sponsored missionary activities that
converted many Armenians to Protestantism and Catholicism respectively, leading to
the creation of the Armenian Catholic Church in Istanbul in 1830 and the Protestant
Church in 1847. However these developments were not directly related to the
development of the "Armenian Question", except perhaps as indications of the rising
discontent within the Gregorian church which the Russians were seeking to take
advantage of in their own way.
On the other hand, the Reform Proclamation of 1856 was of major importance.
While not abolishing the separate millets and churches and the institutions that they
supported, the Ottoman government now provided equal rights for all subjects
regardless of their religion, in the process seeking to eliminate all special privileges and
distinctions based on religion, and requiring the millets to reconstitute their internal
regulations in order to achieve these goals. Insofar as the Armenians were concerned,
the result was the Armenian Millet Regulation, drawn up by the Patriarchate and put
into force by the Ottoman government on 29 March 1862. Of particular importance the
new regulation placed the Armenian millet under the government of a council of 140
members, including only 20 churchmen from the Istanbul Patriarchate, while 80
secular representatives were to be chosen from the Istanbul community and 40
members from the provinces. The Reform Proclamation of 1856 led England and
France to be more interested in Armenians which in return intensified the interests of
Russia in the same ethnic group. Their concern was based on their own imperialist
interests rather than their affection for Armenians. Russia now sought to gain
Armenian support for undermining and destroying the Ottoman state by promising to
create a "Greater Armenia" in eastern Anatolia, which would include substantially more
territory between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean than the Armenians ever had
ruled or even occupied at any time in their history.
It was against this background that the Ottoman-Russian war (1877 - 78)
awakened Armenian dreams for independence with Russian help and under Russian
guidance. Toward the end of the war, the Armenian Patriarch of Istanbul, Nerses
Varjabedian, got in touch with the Russian Czar with the help of the Catholicos of
Echmiadzin, asking Russia not to return to the Ottomans the east Anatolian lands
occupied by Russian forces. Immediately after the war, the Patriarch went to the Russian
camp, which by then was at San Stephano, immediately outside Istanbul, and in an
interview with the Russian Commander, Grand Duke Nicholas, asked that all of Eastern
Anatolia be annexed to Russia and established as an autonomous Armenian state, very
much like the regime then being established for Bulgaria, but that if this was not possible,
and the lands in question had to be returned to the Ottomans, at least Russian forces
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should not be withdrawn until changes favoring the Armenians were introduced into the
governmental and administrative organization and regulations of these provinces. 7 The
Russians agreed to the latter proposal, which was incorporated as Article 16 of the
Treaty of San Stephano. Even as the negotiations were going on at San Stephano,
moreover, the Armenian officers in the Russian army worked frantically to stir
discontent among the Ottoman Armenians, urging them to work to gain "the same sort of
independence for themselves as that secured by the Christians of the Balkans." This appeal gained
considerable influence among the Armenians of Eastern Anatolia long after the Russian
forces were withdrawn.
The Treaty of San Stephano did not, however, constitute the final settlement of
the Russo-Turkish war. Britain rightly feared that its provisions for a Greater Armenia in
the East would inevitably not only establish Russian hegemony in those areas but also,
and even more dangerous, in the Ottoman Empire, and through "Greater Armenia" to
the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean, where they could easily threaten the British
possessions in India. In return for an Ottoman agreement for British occupation of
Cyprus, therefore, to enable it to counter any Russian threats in Eastern Anatolia,
Britain agreed to use its influence in Europe to upset the provisions of San Stephano,
arranging the Congress of Berlin to this end. As a result of its deliberations, Russia was
compelled to evacuate all of Eastern Anatolia with the exception of the districts of Kars,
Ardahan and Batum, with the Ottomans agreeing to institute "reforms" in the eastern
provinces where Armenians lived under the guarantee of the five signatory
European powers. From this time onward, England in particular came to consider
the "Armenian Question" as its own particular problem, and to regularly intervene to
secure its solution according to its own ideas.
A committee sent by the Armenian Patriarchate of Istanbul attended the
Congress of Berlin, but it was so unhappy at the final treaty and the Powers' failure to
accept its demands that it returned to Istanbul with the feeling that "nothing will be achieved
except by means of struggle and revolution" 8 Russia also emerged from the Congress without
having achieved its major objectives, and with both Greece, and Bulgaria being left
under British influence. It therefore renewed with increased vigor its effort to secure
control of Eastern Anatolia, again seeking to use the Armenians as a major instrument of
its policy. Now, however, it was resisted in this effort by the British, who also sought to
influence and use the Armenians by stirring their national ambitions, though in this
respect, in the words of the French writer Rene Pinon, who is in fact known with his
pro-Armenian views, "Armenia in British hands would become a police station against Russian
expansion." Whether under Russian or British influence, however, the Armenians
became pawns to advance imperial ambitions at Ottoman expense.
7
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It had been British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli and the Tories who had
defended Ottoman integrity against Russian expansion at the Congress of Berlin.
But with the assumption of power by William E. Gladstone and the Liberals in 1880,
British policy toward the Ottomans changed drastically to one which sought to protect
British interests by breaking up the Ottoman Empire and creating friendly small states
under British influence in its place, one of which was to be Armenia. In pursuit of this
policy, the British press now was encouraged to refer to eastern Anatolia as "Armenia";
British consulates were opened in every corner of the area to provide opportunities for
contact with the local Christian population; the numbers of Protestant missionaries sent
to the East was substantially increased; and in London an Anglo-Armenian Friendship
Committee was created to influence public opinion in support of this new endeavour.
The way how Russia and Great Britain used Armenians as a tool for their own
ambitions has been adequately documented by numerous Armenian and other foreign
sources. Thus, the French Ambassador in Istanbul Paul Cambon reported to the Quai
d'Orsay in 1894 that "Gladstone is organizing the dissatisfied Armenians, putting them under
discipline and promising them assistance, settling many of them in London with the inspiration of the
propaganda committee." Edgar Granville commented that "There was no Armenian movement in
Ottoman territory before the Russians stirred them up. Innocent people are going to be hurt because of
this dream of a Greater Armenia under the protection of the Czar," and "the Armenian movements
intend to attach Eastern Anatolia to Russia." The Armenian writer Kaprielian declared
proudly in his book The Armenian Crisis and Rebirth that "the revolutionary promises
and inspirations were owed to Russia." The Dashnak newspaper Hairenik in its issue of 28
June 1918 stated that "The awakening of a revolutionary spirit among the Armenians in Turkey
was the result of Russian stimulation." The Armenian Patriarch Horen Ashikian wrote in his
History of Armenia "The protestant missionaries distributed in large numbers to various places in
Turkey made propaganda in favor of England and stirred the Armenians to desire autonomy under
British protection. The schools that they established were the nurseries of their secret plans." And the
Armenian religious leader Hrant Vartabed wrote that "The establishment of protestant
communities in Ottoman territory and their protection by England and the United States shows that
they did not shrink from exploiting even the most sacred feelings of the West, religious feelings, in seeking
civilization", going on to state that the Catholicos of Echmiadzin Kevork V was a tool of
Czarist Russia and that he betrayed the Armenians of Anatolia.. 9
In pursuit of these policies, starting in 1880 a number of Armenian
revolutionary societies were established in Eastern Anatolia, the Black Cross and
Armenian societies in Van and the National Guards in Erzurum. However these societies
had little influence, since the Armenians in the Ottoman Empire still lived in peace
and prosperity and had no real complaints against Ottoman administration. With the
passage of time, therefore, these and other such Armenian societies within the Empire
fell into inactivity and largely ceased operations. The Armenian nationalists therefore
9
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moved to center their organizations outside Ottoman territory, establishing the Hunchak
Committee at Geneva in 1887 and the Dashnak Committee at Tiflis in 1890, both of
which declared to be their basic goal the "liberation" from Ottoman rule of the territories
of Eastern Anatolia and the Ottoman Armenians.
According to Louise Nalbandian, a leading Armenian researcher into Armenian
propaganda, the Hunchak program stated that:
"Agitation and terror were needed to "elevate the spirit" of the people. The people were also to
be incited against their enemies and were to "profit" from retaliatory actions of these same enemies.
Terror was to be used as a method of protecting the people and winning their confidence in the Hunchak
program. The party aimed at terrorizing the Ottoman government, thus contributing toward lowering the
prestige of that regime and working toward its complete disintegration. The government itself was not to
be the only focus of terroristic tactics. The Hunchaks wanted to annihilate the most dangerous of the
Armenian and Turkish individuals who were then working for the government as well as to destroy all
spies and informers. To assist them in carrying out all of these terroristic acts, the party was to organize
an exclusive branch specifically devoted to performing acts of terrorism. The most opportune time to
institute the general rebellion for carrying out immediate objectives was when Turkey was engaged in
war. " 10
K. S. Papazian wrote of the Dashnak Society:
"The purpose of the A. R. Federation (Dashnak) is to achieve political and economic freedom
in Turkish Armenia, by means of rebellion ... terrorism has, from the first, been adopted by the
Dashnak Committee of the Caucasus, as a policy or a method for achieving its ends. Under the
heading "means" in their program adopted in 1892, we read as follows: The Armenian Revolutionary
Federation (Dashnak), in order to achieve its purpose through rebellion, organizes revolutionary groups.
Method no. 8 is as follows: To wage fight, and to subject to terrorism the Government officials, the
traitors, ... Method no. 11 is: To subject the government institutions to destruction and pillage ." 11
One of the Dashnak founders and ideologists, Dr. Jean Loris-Melikoff wrote
that:
"The truth is that the party (Dashnak Committee) was ruled by an oligarchy, for whom the
particular interests of the party came before the interests of the people and nation.. They (the Dashnaks)
made collections among the bourgeoisie and the great merchants. At the end, when these means were
exhausted, they resorted to terrorism, after the teachings of the Russian revolutionaries that the end
justifies the means" 12
The same policy was described by the Dashnak ideologist Varandian, in History
10
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of the Dashnakzoutune (Paris, 1932).
Thus as Armenian writers themselves have freely admitted, the goal of their
revolutionary societies was to stir revolution, and their method was terror. They lost no
time in putting their programs into operation, stirring a number of revolt efforts within
a short time, with the Hunches taking the lead at first, and then the Dashnaks
following, planning and organizing their efforts outside the Ottoman Empire before
carrying them out within the boundaries of the Sultan's dominions.
The first revolt came at Erzurum in 1890. It was followed by the Kumkapi riots
in Istanbul the same year, and then risings in Kayseri, Yozgat, Corum and Merzifon in
1892 -1893, in Sasun in 1894, the Zeytun revolt and the Armenian raid on the Sublime
Porte in 1895, the Van revolt and occupation of the Ottoman Bank in Istanbul in 1896,
the Second Sasun revolt in 1903, the attempted assassination of Sultan Abdulhamid II
in 1905, and the Adana revolt in 1909. All these revolts and riots were presented by
the Armenian revolutionary societies in Europe and America as the killing of Armenians
by Turks, and with this sort of propaganda message they stirred considerable emotion
among Christian peoples. The missionaries and consular representatives sent by the
Powers to Anatolia played major roles in spreading this propaganda in the western
press, thus carrying out the aims of the western powers to turn public opinion against
Muslims and Turks to gain the necessary support to break up the Ottoman Empire.
There were many honest western diplomatic and consular representatives who
reported what actually was happening, that it was the Armenian revolutionary societies
that were doing the revolting and slaughtering and massacring to secure European
intervention in their behalf.
In 1876, the British Ambassador in Istanbul reported that the Armenian
Patriarch had said to him:
"If revolution is necessary to attract the attention and intervention of Europe, it would not be
hard to do so. " 13
On 28 March 1894 the British Ambassador in Istanbul, Currie reported to the
Foreign Office:
"The aim of the Armenian revolutionaries is to stir disturbances, to get the Ottomans to react to
violence, and thus get the foreign Powers to intervene." 14
On 28 January 1895 the British Consul in Erzurum, Graves reported to the
British Ambassador in Istanbul:
13
14
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"The aims of the revolutionary committees are to stir up general discontent and to get the
Turkish government and people to react with violence, thus attracting the attention of the foreign powers
to the imagined sufferings of the Armenian people, and getting them to act to correct the situation.'' 15
Graves also told New York Herald reporter Sydney Whitman that:
"If no Armenian revolutionary had come to this country, if they had not stirred Armenian
revolution, would these clashes have occurred ", answering "Of course not. I doubt if a single Armenian
would have been killed.” 16
The British Vice-Consul Williams wrote from Van on 4 March 1896:
"The Dashnaks and Hunchaks have terrorized their own countrymen, they have stirred up the
Muslim people with their thefts and insanities, and have paralyzed all efforts made to carry out
reforms; all the events that have taken place in Anatolia are the responsibility of the crimes committed by
the Armenian revolutionary committees.” 17
British Consul General in Adana, Doughty Wily, wrote in 1909:
"The Armenians are working to secure foreign intervention.” 18
Russian Consul General in Bitlis and Van, General Mayewski, reported in 1912:
"In 1895 and 1896 the Armenian revolutionary committees created such suspicion between
the Armenians and the native population that it became impossible to implement any sort of reform
in these districts. The Armenian priests paid no attention to religious education, but instead
concentrated on spreading nationalist ideas, which were affixed to the walls of monasteries, and in
place of performing their religious duties they concentrated on stirring Christian enmity against
Muslims. The revolts that took place in many provinces of Turkey during 1895 and 1896 were caused
neither by any great poverty among the Armenian villages nor because of Muslim attacks against them.
In fact these villagers were considerably richer and more prosperous than their neighbors. Rather, the
Armenian revolts came from three causes:
1. Their increasing maturity in political subjects;
2. The spread of ideas of nationality, liberation, and independence within the Armenian
community;
3. Support of these ideas by the western governments, and their encouragement through the
efforts of the Armenian priests." 19
15
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In another report in December 1912, Mayewski wrote that:
"The Dashnak revolutionary society is working to stir up a situation in which Muslims and
Armenians will attack each other, and to thus pave the way for Russian intervention. " 20
Finally, the Dashnak ideologue Varandian admits that the society "wanted to assure
European intervention," 21 while Papazian stated that "the aims of their revolts was to assure that the
European powers would mix into Ottoman internal affairs" 22 At each of their armed revolts
the Armenian terrorist committees have always propagated that European intervention
would immediately follow. Even some of the committee members believed in this
propaganda. In fact, during the occupation of the Ottoman Bank in Istanbul the
Armenian terrorist Armen Aknomi committed suicide after having waited in desperation
the arrival of the British fleet. It can be seen thus that the basis for the Armenian
revolts was not poverty, nor was it oppression or the desire for reform; rather, it was
simply the result of a joint effort on the part of the Armenian revolutionary committees
and the Armenian church, in conjunction with the Western Powers and Russia, to
provide the basis to break up the Ottoman Empire.
In reaction to these revolts, the Ottomans did what other states did in such
circumstances, sending armed forces against the rebels to restore order, and for the
most part succeeding quickly since very few of the Armenian populace supported or
helped the rebels or the revolutionary societies. However for the press and public of
Europe, stirred by tales spread by the missionaries and the revolutionary societies
themselves, every Ottoman restoration of order was automatically considered a
"massacre" of Christians, with the thousands of slaughtered Muslims being ignored
and Christian claims against Muslims automatically accepted. In many cases, the
European states not only intervened to prevent the Ottomans from restoring order, but
also secured the release of many captured terrorists, including those involved in the
Zeytun revolt, the occupation of the Ottoman Bank, and the attempted assassination
of Sultan Abdulhamid. While most of these were expelled from the Ottoman Empire,
with the cooperation of their European sponsors, it did not take long for them to secure
forged passports and other documents and to return to Ottoman territory to
resume their terroristic activities. Whatever were the claims of the Armenian
revolutionary societies and whatever the ambitions of the imperial powers of Europe,
there was one major fact which they simply could not ignore. The Armenians comprised
a very small minority of the population in the territor-ies being claimed in their name,
namely the six eastern districts claimed as "historic Armenia" (Erzurum, Bitlis, Van, Elaziz,
Diyarbakir and Sivas), the two provinces claimed to comprise "Armenian Cilicia" (Aleppo
and Adana) and finally Trabzon which was later claimed to have an outlet to the Black
20
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Sea coast. Even the French Yellow Book, which among western sources made the largest
Armenian population claims, still showed them in a sizeable minority:

Erzurum
Bitlis
Van
Elaziz
Diyarbakir
Sivas
Adana
Aleppo
Trabzon

Total
Population
645,702
398,625
430,000
578,814
471,462
1,086,015
403,539
995,758
1,047,700

Gregorian Armenian
Population
134,967
131,390
80,798
69,718
79,129
170,433
97,450
37,999
47,200

Armenian Percent
of Total Population
20.90
32.96
18.79
12.04
16.78
15.68
24.14
3.81
4.50

Thus even by these extreme claims, the Armenians still constituted no more than
one third of the provinces' population. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica of
1910, the Armenians were only 15 percent of the area's population as a whole, making it
very unlikely that they could in fact achieve independence in any part of the Ottoman
Empire without the massive foreign assistance that would have been required to push
out the Turkish majorities and replace them with Armenian emigrants.
Russia in fact was only using the Armenians for its own ends. It had no real
intention of establishing Armenian independence, either within its own dominions or
in Ottoman territory. Almost as soon as the Russians took over the Caucasus, they
adopted a policy of Russifying the Armenians as well as establishing their own control
over the Armenian Gregorian church in their territory. By virtue of the Polijenia Law
of 1836, the powers and duties of the Catholicos of Etchmiadzin were restricted, while
his appointment was to be made by the Czar. In 1882 all Armenian newspapers and
schools in the Russian Empire were closed, and in 1903 the state took direct control of
all the financial resources of the Armenian Church as well as Armenian establishments
and schools. At the same time Russian Foreign Minister
Lobanov-Rostowsky adopted his famous goal of "An Armenia without Armenians",
a slogan which has been deliberately attributed to the Ottoman administration by some
Armenian propagandists and writers in recent years. Whatever the reason, Russian
oppression of the Armenians was severe. The Armenian historian Vartanian relates in
his History of the Armenian Movement that "Ottoman Armenia was completely free in its
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traditions, religion, culture and language in comparison to Russian Armenia under the Czars." Edgar
Granville writes, "The Ottoman Empire was the Armenians' only shelter against Russian
oppression."
That Russian intentions were to use the Armenians to annex Eastern Anatolia
and not to create an independent Armenia is shown by what happened during World War
I. In the secret agreements made among the Entente powers to divide the Ottoman
Empire, the territory which the Russians had promised to the Armenians as an
autonomous or independent territory was summarily divided between Russia and
France without any mention of the Armenians, while the Czar replied to the protests of
the Catholicos of Etchmiadzin only that "Russia has no Armenian problem." The Armenian
writer Borian thus concludes:
"Czarist Russia at no time wanted to assure Armenian autonomy. For this reason one must
consider the Armenians who were working for Armenian autonomy as no more than agents of the
Czar to attach Eastern Anatolia to Russia."
The Russians thus have deceived the Armenians for years; and as a result
the Armenians have been left with nothing more than an empty dream.
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QUESTION 5: WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM "GENOCIDE"?
This term refers to a well defined crime, the definition of which has been given in
an international convention made after the Second World War: the " Convention for the
Prevention and the Repression of the Crime of Genocide", approved by the General Assembly
of the United Nations in its resolution of December 9, 1948 and which went into
effect on January 11, 1951, a convention which Turkey signed and ratified.
In the convention the definition of the crime of genocide consists of three
elements: for one thing, there has to be a national, ethnic, racial or religious group.
Then, this group has to be subject to certain acts listed in the convention. The "murder of
the members of the group, and forced transfer of the children of one group into another group and
subjecting the members of a group to conditions which will eventually bring about their physical
destruction" come within the range of actions listed in the said convention. But the third
element is the most important: there has to be "an intent of destroying", in part or in whole
the said group.
This key-description helps to differentiate between genocide and other forms
of homicide, which are the consequences of other motives such as in the case of wars,
uprisings etc. Homicide becomes genocide when the latent or apparent intention of
physical destruction is directed at members of any one of the national, ethnic, racial or
religious groups simply because they happen to be members of that group. The concept
of numbers only becomes significant when it can be taken as a sign of such an intention
against the group. That is why, as Sartre said in speaking of genocide on the occasion of
the Russell Tribunal on the Vietnam War, that one must study the facts objectively in
order to prove if this intention exists, even in an implicit manner. 23
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QUESTION 6: DID THE TURKS UNDERTAKE A PLANNED AND
SYSTEMATIC MASSACRE OF THE ARMENIANS IN 1915 ?
The beginning of World War I and the Ottoman entry into the war on November 1, 1914
on the side of Germany and Austria - Hungary against the Entente powers was considered as a
great opportunity by the Armenian nationalists. Louise Nalbandian relates that "The Armenian
revolutionary committees considered that the most opportune time to begin a general uprising to achieve their goals was
when the Ottoman Empire was in a state of war",24 and thus less able to resist an internal attack.
Even before the war began, in August 1914, the Ottoman leaders met with the Dashnaks
at Erzurum in the hope of getting them to support the Ottoman war effort when it came. The
Dashnaks promised that if the Ottomans entered the war, they would do their duty as loyal
countrymen in the Ottoman armies. However they failed to live up to this promise, since even
before this meeting took place, a secret Dashnak Congress held at Erzurum in June 1914 had
already decided to use the oncoming war to undertake a general attack against the Ottoman
state.25 The Russian Armenians joined the Russian army in preparing an attack on the Ottomans
as soon as war was declared. The Catholicos of Echmiadzin assured the Russian General
Governor of the Caucasus, Vranzof-Dashkof, that "in return for Russia's forcing the Ottomans to make
reforms for the Armenians, all the Russian Armenians would support the Russian war effort without conditions.
".26 The Catholicos subsequently was received at Tiflis by the Czar, whom he told that "The
liberation of the Armenians in Anatolia would lead to the establishment of an autonomous Armenia separated from
Turkish suzerainty and that this Armenia could be made possible with the protection of Russia.”27 Of course the
Russians really intended to use the Armenians to annex Eastern Anatolia, but the Catholicos was
told nothing about that.
As soon as Russia declared war on the Ottoman Empire, the Dashnak Society's official
organ Horizon declared:
"The Armenians have taken their place on the side of the Entente states without showing any hesitation
whatsoever; they have placed all their forces at the disposition of Russia; and they also are forming volunteer
battalions. "28
The Dashnak Committee also ordered its cells that had been preparing to revolt within
24
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the Ottoman Empire:
"As soon as the Russians have crossed the borders and the Ottoman armies have started to retreat, you
should revolt everywhere. The Ottoman armies thus will be placed between two fires: of the Ottoman armies advance
against the Russians, on the other hand, their Armenian soldiers should leave their units with their weapons, form
bandit forces, and unite with the Russians."29
The Hunchak Committee instructions to its organizations in the Ottoman territory were:
"The Hunchak Committee will use all means to assist the Entente states, devoting all its forces to the
struggle to assure victory in Armenia, Cilicia, the Caucasus and Azerbaijan as the ally of the Entente states, and in
particular of Russia."'30
And even the Armenian representative in the Ottoman Parliament for Van, Papazyan,
soon turned out to be a leading guerilla fighter against the Ottomans, publishing a proclamation
that:
"The volunteer Armenian regiments in the Caucasus should prepare themselves for battle, serve as advance
units for the Russian armies to help them capture the key positions in the districts where the Armenians live, and
advance into Anatolia, joining the Armenian units already there.''31
As the Russian forces advanced into Ottoman territory in eastern Anatolia, they were led
by advanced units composed of volunteer Ottoman and Russian Armenians, who were joined by
the Armenians who deserted the Ottoman armies and went over to the Russians. Many of these
also formed bandit forces with weapons and ammunition which they had for years been stocking
in Armenian and missionary churches and schools, going on to raid Ottoman supply depots both
to increase their own arms and to deny them to the Ottoman army as it moved to meet this
massive Russian invasion. Within a few months after the war began, these Armenian guerilla
forces, operating in close coordination with the Russians, were savagely attacking Turkish cities,
towns and villages in the East; massacring their inhabitants without mercy, while at the same time
working to sabotage the Ottoman army's war effort by destroying roads and bridges, raiding
caravans, and doing whatever else they could to ease the Russian occupation. The atrocities
committed by the Armenian volunteer forces accompanying the Russian army were so severe that
the Russian commanders themselves were compelled to withdraw them from the fighting fronts
and send them to rear guard duties. The memoirs of all too many Russian officers who served in
the East at this time are filled with accounts of the revolting atrocities committed by these
Armenian guerillas, which were savage even by the relatively primitive standards of war then
observed in such areas.32
Nor did these Armenian atrocities affect only Turks and other Muslims. The Armenian
guerillas had never been happy with the failure of the Greeks and Jews to fully support their
revolutionary programs. As a result in Trabzon and vicinity they massacred thousands of Greeks,
while in the area of Hakkari it was the Jews who were rounded up and massacred by the
29
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Armenian guerillas.33 Basically the aim of these atrocities was to leave only Armenians in the
territories being claimed for the new Armenian state; all others therefore were massacred or
forced to flee for their lives so as to secure the desired Armenian majority of the population in
preparation for the peace settlement.
Leading the first Armenian units who crossed the Ottoman border in the company of the
Russian invaders was the former Ottoman Parliamentary representative for Erzurum, Karekin
Pastirmaciyan, who now assumed the revolutionary name Armen Garo. Another former
Ottoman parliamentarian, Hamparsum Boyaciyan, led the Armenian guerilla forces who ravaged
Turkish villages behind the lines under the nickname "Murad", specifically ordering that "Turkish
children also should be killed as they form a danger to the Armenian nation." Another former Member of
Parliament, Papazyan, led the Armenian guerilla forces that ravaged the areas of Van, Bitlis and
Mush.
In March 1915 the Russian forces began to move toward Van. Immediately, on April 11,
1915 the Armenians of Van began a general revolt, massacring all the Turks in the vicinity so as to
make possible its quick and easy conquest by the Russians. Little wonder that Czar Nicholas II
sent a telegram of thanks to the Armenian Revolutionary Committee of Van on April 21, 1915,
"thanking it for its services to Russia." The Armenian newspaper Gochnak, published in the United
States, also proudly reported on May 24, 1915 that "only, 1,500 Turks remain in Van", the rest
having been slaughtered.
The Dashnak representative told the Armenian National Congress assembled at Tiflis in
February 1915 that "Russia provided 242,000 rubles before the war even began to arm and prepare the
Ottoman Armenians to undertake revolts", giving some idea of how the Russian-Armenian alliance had
long prepared to undermine the Ottoman war effort.34 Under these circumstances, with the
Russians advancing along a wide front in the East, with the Armenian guerillas spreading death
and destruction while at the same time attacking the Ottoman armies from the rear, with the
Allies also invading the Empire along a wide front from Galicia to Iraq, the Ottoman decision to
deport Armenians from the war areas was a moderate and entirely legitimate measure of self
defense.
Even after the revolt and massacres at Van, the Ottoman government made one final
effort to secure general Armenian support for the war effort, summoning the Patriarch, some
Armenian Members of Parliament, and other delegates to a meeting where they were warned that
drastic measures would be taken unless Armenians stopped slaughtering Muslims and working to
undermine the war effort. When there was no evident lessening of the Armenian attacks, the
government finally acted. On April 24, 1915 the Armenian revolutionary committees were closed
and 235 of their leaders were arrested for activities against the state. It is the date of these arrests
that in recent years has been annually commemorated by Armenian nationalist groups throughout
the world in commemoration of the "massacre" that they claim took place at this time. No such
33
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massacre, however, took place, at this or any other time during the war: In the face of the great
dangers which the Empire faced at that time, great care was taken to make certain that the
Armenians were treated carefully and compassionately as they were deported, generally to Syria
and Palestine when they came from southern Anatolia, and to Iraq if they came from the north.
The Ottoman Council of Ministers thus ordered:
"When those of the Armenians resident in the aforementioned towns and villages who have to be moved are
transferred to their places of settlement and are on the road, their comfort must be assured and their lives and property
protected; after their arrival their food should be paid for out of Refugees' Appropriations until they are definitively
settled in their new homes. Property and land should be distributed to them in accordance with their previous financial
situation as well as their current needs; and for those among them needing further help, the government should build
houses, provide cultivators and artisans with seed, tools, and equipment."35
And it went on to specify:
"This order is entirely intended against the extension of the Armenian Revolutionary Committees; therefore
do not execute it in such a manner that might cause the mutual massacre of Muslims and Armenians."
"Make arrangements for special officials to accompany the groups of Armenians who are being relocated,
and make sure they are provided with food and other needed things, paying the cost out of the allotments set aside for
emigrants. "36
"The food needed by the emigrants while travelling until they reach their destinations must be provided ... for
poor emigrants by credit for the installation of the emigrants. The camps provided for transported persons
should be kept under regular supervision; necessary steps for their well being should be taken, and order and
security assured. Make certain that indigent emigrants are given enough food and that their health is assured
by daily visits by a doctor... Sick people, poor people, women and children should be sent by rail, and others
on mules, in carts or on foot according to their power of endurance. Each convoy should be accompanied by a
detachment of guards, and the food supply for each convoy should be guarded until the destination is
reached... In cases where the emigrants are attacked, either in the camps or during the journeys, all efforts
should be taken to repel the attacks immediately...”37
Out of the some 700,000 Armenians who were transported in this way until early 1917,
certainly some lives were lost, as the result both of large scale military and bandit activities then
going on in the areas through which they passed, as well as the general insecurity and blood feuds
which some tribal forces sought to carry out as the caravans passed through their territories. In
addition, the deportations and settlement of the deported Armenians took place at a time when
the Empire was suffering from severe shortages of fuel, food, medicine and other supplies as well
as large-scale plague and famine. It should not be forgotten that, at the same time, an entire
Ottoman army of 90,000 men was lost in the East as a result of severe shortages, or that through
the remainder of the war as many as three or four million Ottoman subjects of all religions died as
a result of the same conditions that afflicted the deportees. How tragic and unfeeling it is,
therefore, for Armenian nationalists to blame the undoubted suffering of the Armenians during
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the war to something more than the same anarchical conditions which afflicted all the Sultan's
subjects. This is the truth behind the false claims distorting historical facts by ill-devised mottoes
such as the "first genocide of the Twentieth Century".
After the World War I, the Armenian allegations were investigated between 1919 and
1922 as part of a legal process against the Ottoman officials. The Peace Treaty of Sevres, which
was imposed upon the defeated Ottoman Empire, required the Ottoman government to hand
over to the Allied Powers people of accused of “massacres”. Subsequently, 144 high Ottoman
officials were arrested and deported for trail by Britain to the island of Malta. The information
which led to the arrests was mainly given by local Armenians and the Armenian Patriarchate. So
while the deportees were interned on Malta the British occupation forces in Istanbul which had
absolute power and authority in Ottoman capital, looked frantically everywhere to find evidence
in order to incriminate the deportees.
An Armenian scholar, Haig Kahzarlan, appointed by the British, conducted thorough
examination of documentary evidence in the Ottoman and British archives. However, Khazarian
could not find any evidence demonstrating that the Ottoman government and the Ottoman
officials deported to Malta either sanctioned or encouraged the killings of the Armenians.
Thereupon, the British Foreign Office thought that the American government would
doubtlessly be in possession of a large amount of documentary evidence compiled at the time of
the “massacres”. Indeed, if alleged massacres took place in 1915-1917, the Americans must have
been in possession of a mass of material, since at that time American diplomatic and consular
officials were freely performing their duties in Turkey. Furthermore, the American Near East
Relief Society, ubiquitous institution of missionaries, was allowed by the Ottoman government to
fulfill its relief functions in Anatolia during deportations. Therefore, they should have witnessed
crimes and accumulated a lot of evidence against the Ottoman officials.
So, in desperation the British Foreign Office turned to the American archives in
Washington. On March 31, 1921, Lord Curzon telegraphed to Sir A.Geddes, the British
Ambassador in Washington the following.
“The are in the hands of His Majesty’s Government a Malta a number of Turks arrested for alleged complicity in
the Armenian massacres. There are considerable difficulties in establishing the proofs of guilt… Please ascertain if the
United States are in possession of any evidence that would be of value for purposes of prosecution.”
On July 13, 1921, the British Embassy in Washington returned the following reply:
“I have the honour to inform Your Lordship that a member of my staff visited the… State Department… He was
permitted to see a selection of reports from United States Consuls on the subject of the atrocities…
I regard to inform Your Lordship that there was nothing therein which could be used as evidence against the
Turks…”
At the conclusion of the investigation, no evidence was found that could corroborate the
Armenian claims. After two years and four months of detention in Malta, all Ottoman deportees
were set free without trail. No compensation was ever paid to the detainees.
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QUESTION 7: DID TALAT PASHA SEND SECRET TELEGRAMS
ORDERING MASSACRES ?
Armenian propaganda claiming that massacres were an Ottoman government
policy requires proof that such a decision was in fact made. For this purpose the
Armenians reduced a number of telegrams attributed to Talat Pasha supposedly found by
British forces commanded by General Allenby when they captured Aleppo in 1918. It
was claimed that they were found in the office of an Ottoman official named Nairn Bey,
and that they were not destroyed only because the British occupation came with
unexpected speed. Samples of these telegrams were published in Paris in 1920 by an
Armenian author named Aram Andonian, 38 and they also were presented at the Berlin
trial of the Armenian terrorist Tehlirian, who killed Talat Pasha. Nevertheless, the court
neither considered these documents as "evidence" nor was involved in any decision
claiming the authenticity of them.
These documents were, however, entirely fabricated, and the claims deriving from
them therefore cannot be sustained. They were in fact published by the Daily Telegraph
of London in 1922, 39 which also attributed them to a discovery made by Allenby's army.
But when the British Foreign Office enquired about them at the War Office, and with
Allenby himself, it was discovered that they had not been discovered by the British army
but, rather, had been produced by an Armenian group in Paris. In addition, examination
of the photographs provided in the Andonian volume shows clearly that neither in form,
script or phraseology did they resemble normal Ottoman administrative documents,
and that they were, therefore, rather crude forgeries.
Following the Entente occupation of Istanbul, the British and the French
arrested a number of Ottoman political and military figures and some intellectuals on
charges of war crimes. In this they were given substantial assistance by the Ottoman
Liberal Union Party, which had been placed in power by the Sultan after the war, and
which was anxious to do anything it could to definitively destroy the Union and Progress
Party and its leaders, who had long been political enemies. Most of the prisoners were
sent off to imprisonment in Malta, but the four Union and Progress leaders who had fled
the country just before the occupation were tried and sentenced to death in absentia in
Istanbul. Three other Government officials were sentenced to death and executed, but it
was discovered later that the evidence on which the convictions had been based was
false.
38
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In the meantime, the British looked everywhere to find evidence against those
who had been sent to Malta. Despite the complete cooperation of the Ottoman
Liberal Union government, nothing incriminating could be found among the
Ottoman government documents. Similar searches in the British archives were fruitless.
Finally, in desperation, the British Foreign Office turned to the American archives in
Washington, but in reply, one of their representatives, R. C. Craigie, wrote to Lord
Curzon:
"I regret to inform your Lordship that there was nothing therein which could be used as evidence
against the Turks who are at present being detained at Malta . .. no concrete facts being given which
could constitute satisfactory incriminating evidence.... The reports in question do not appear in any case
to contain evidence against these Turks which would be useful even for the purpose of corroborating
information already in the possession of His Majesty's Government." 40
Uncertain as to what should be done with prisoners, who already had been held
for two years, without trial, and without even any charges being filed or evidence
produced, the Foreign Office applied for advice to the Law Officers of the Crown in
London, who concluded on 29 July, 1921:
"Up to the present no statements have been taken from witnesses who can depose to the truth of
the charges made against the prisoners. It is indeed uncertain whether any witnesses can be found.'' 41
At this time the "documents" produced by Andonian were available, but despite
their desperate search for evidence which could be presented in a court of law, the British
never used them because it was evident that they were forgeries. As a result, the
prisoners were quietly released in 1921, without charges ever having been filed or
evidence produced.
It is useful to reiterate the main elements in the chain of evidence constructed in
proving that Andonian's "documents" were all patent forgeries:
1. To show that his forgeries were in fact "authentic Ottoman documents" Andonian
relied on the signature of the Governor of Aleppo, Mustafa Abdülhalik Bey, which
he claimed was appended to several of the "documents" in question. By examining several
actual specimens of Mustafa Abdülhalik Bey's signature as preserved on contemporary
official documents, it is established that the alleged signatures appended to Andonian's
"documents" were forgeries.
2. In one of his forged documents, Andonian dated the note and signature
attributed to Mustafa Abdülhalik Bey. Again, by a comparison with authentic
correspondence between the Governor
Aleppo and the Ministry of the Interior in Istanbul, on the date in question, it is
proven that the Governor of Aleppo on that date was Bekir Sami Bey, not Mustafa
40
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Abdülhalik Bey.
3. Consistently, Andonian's forgeries attest to the fact that he was either totally
unaware of, or carelessly neglected to account for, the differences between the Muslim
Rumi and Christian calendars. The numerous errors he made as a result of this oversight
are, in and of themselves, sufficient to prove the fabricated nature of his "documents".
Among other things, the errors Andonian made in this respect served to destroy the
system of reference numbers and dates that he concocted for his "documents".
4. By way of a detailed comparison of the entries made in the Ministry of
the Interior's Registers of outgoing Ciphers, wherein are recorded the date and
reference number of every ciphered communication sent out by the Ministry, with the
dates and reference numbers placed by Andonian on his forgeries, it is proven that his
so-called "ciphered telegrams" bear no relationship whatsoever to the actual ciphers sent
by the Ministry to Aleppo in the period in question.
5. Again, by comparing the Turkish "originals" of Andonian's "ciphered telegrams"
with actual examples of contemporary Ottoman ciphered messages, it is shown that the
number groupings he employed bear no relationship to the actual ciphers the Ottomans
were using in that period. Thus, in his attempt to make his forgeries appear credible,
he created a whole series of unusable, non-existent ciphers. Further, from the dates
he affixed to his forgeries in this category, the Ottomans would have had to have used
the same ciphers over a six-month period which was impossible. By publishing a series
of documents instructing officials to change the ciphers they were using, it is shown that,
in fact, the Ottomans were changing their cipher codes on average once every two
months during the war years.
6. By comparing the manner in which the common Islamic injunction, Besmele,
was written on Andonian's two forged letters with numerous examples of the way in
which it appears on authentic contemporary Ottoman documents, it is suggested that
Andonian's clumsy forgery of this term may well have stemmed from the fact that
non-Muslims, even those who knew Ottoman Turkish, did not employ this
injunction.
7. A number of examples from Andonian's forgeries show that it is simply
inconceivable that any Ottoman official could have used such sentence structures and
made grammatical errors. In the same vein, a host of expressions; allegedly uttered by
prominent Ottoman officials are used, which no Ottoman Turk would ever have used.
Andonian's intention in these instances was clear: he wanted nothing less than the Turks
themselves to be seeming to confess to crimes which he had manufactured for them.
8. The forged documents, with two exceptions, were written on plain paper with
none of the usual signs found on the official paper used by the Ottoman bureaucracy in
this period. The fact that one of the forged Turkish originals was written on a
double-lined paper, which the Ottomans did not even use for private correspondence,
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constitutes an even more serious error on Andonian's part. Even the two forgeries which
appear at first glance to have been written on some kind of official Ottoman stationery
are actually written on blank telegraph forms, which anyone wishing to send a telegram
could pick up in any Ottoman post office.
9. At a time when the British were frantically searching the world's archives for
anything to be used as "evidence" against the group of Ottoman officials whom they were
holding for trial as being "responsible for the Armenian incidents", their failure to utilize
Andonian's "documents" which were readily available in their English edition,
strongly suggests that the British Government was fully aware of the nature of these
forgeries.
10. Had documents of the nature of those concocted by Andonian ever actually
existed, their confidential nature would have dictated that they be sent by courier for
security reasons; rather than through the easily breachable public telegraph system.
Likewise, had such documents really ever been written; it is inconceivable that they
could have lain around in a file for three years, instead of being destroyed as soon as
they had been read.
11. There are also numerous differences between the French and English
editions of Andonian's book. Indeed, these variations are of such significance that
it is absolutely impossible to ascribe them to printing errors, or errors in translation.
12. Finally, the fact that even some authors with close links to Armenian circles,
who serve as spokesmen for Armenian causes, have indicated their own doubt as
to the veracity of Andonian's "documents" should not be overlooked.
In short, from start to finish the so-called "Talat Pasha Telegrams" are nothing
more than crude forgeries, concocted by Andonian and his associates.
Moreover the Ottoman archives contain a number of orders; whose authenticity
can definitely be substantiated, issued on the same dates, in which Talat Pasha
ordered investigations to be made to find and punish those responsible for the attacks
which were being made on the deportation caravans. It is hardly likely that he would
have been ordering massacres on one hand and investigations and punishments for
such crimes on the other.
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A letter forged by Aram Andonian with the date, February 18, 1331 (March 2, 1916).
The letter opens with a "bismillah" (blessing), which would never have been written by a
Moslem. The forger, Andonian, made his most fatal mistake with the date, however. He was
obviously not well enough versed in the tricks of converting to the Rumi year of the
Ottomans, where a difference of thirteen days between the Rumi and Gregorian calendars
must be taken into account. The date he put on the letter was off by a full year. Instead of
1330 (1915), he wrote 1331 (1916). The contents of the letter are supposed to be evidence
of the long advance planning of the resettlement operation of 1915. 42
An American aid organization called "the Near East Relief Society" was allowed by
the Ottoman Government to stay and fulfill its functions in Anatolia during the
deportations. Even following the entry of U.S.A. into war on the side of Entente powers
against Ottoman Empire, the same organization was permitted to remain in Anatolia.
This was dealt in the reports of the American Ambassador Elkus in Istanbul. In this case,
if an order for "massacring Armenians" had been given, would the Ottoman Government
have allowed to an American organization to be witness to the "massacres". In other
words, it is ridiculous to suppose that the Ottomans said to America: "We are massacring
42
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Armenians. Why don't you have a look at it." Such an allegation could never be a logical
explanation of historic facts.
Finally, and in the end most important, when the war came to an end, the
Armenian population still was substantially in place in Western Anatolia, Thrace and
Istanbul. Had the Ottoman government ordered massacres, evidently they too would
have been killed. And for that matter, had the Ottoman government wanted to eliminate
all the Armenians in the Empire, it could have done so far more easily by killing and
disposing of them where they lived, rather than undertaking a large-scale deportation of
those in the Eastern war zones under the eyes of foreign observers.
The claim, thus, that the Ottoman government ordered and carried out a
general massacre of Armenians in the Empire cannot be sustained and is disproved by
the facts.
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QUESTION 8: DID 1,5 MILLION ARMENIANS DIE DURING WORLD WAR I?
Armenian propagandists claim that as many as 1, 5 to 2 million Armenians died as
the result of "massacres". Like the rest of their claims, this also is imaginary, with the
number claimed being increased over time. At first, immediately following the war the
Armenians claimed that as many as 600,000 had been killed. Later they raised it to
800,000 and now they talk about 1,5 million and tomorrow they may talk even about
three million. The 1918 edition of Encyclopedia Britannica said that 600,000 Armenians had
been killed; in its 1968 edition this was raised to 1,5 million.
How many Armenians did die? It is impossible to determine the number exactly,
since no complete death records of statistics were kept during those years. The only basis
on which even an estimate can be made is the actual Armenian population in the
Ottoman Empire at the time. Even here figures vary widely, with the Armenians claiming
far more than other sources:
Claimed Armenian
Population
1.

The Armenian author Leart, based on figures Provided
by the Patriarchate of Istanbul

2,560,000

2.

The Armenian historian Basmajian

2,380,000

3.

The Armenian National Committee at the Paris Peace
Conference

2,250,000

4.

The Armenian historian Kevork Asian

1,800,000

5.

The French Yellow Book

1,555,000

6.

Encyclopedia Britannica

1,500,000

7.

Constenson

1 400,000

8.

Lynch

1,345,000

9.

Official Ottoman census statistics for 1914

1,295,000

10. Annual Register (London)
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Leaving aside the Armenian figures, which are evidently exaggerated, the western
estimates vary between 1,056,000 and 1,555,000 which more or less correspond with
the official Ottoman census report of 1,295,000. How, then, could 1,5 million
Armenians have been massacred even had every Armenian in the Empire been killed,
which of course did not happen?
Therefore, what are the real Armenian losses? Talat Pasha, in a report presented
to the last congress of the Union and Progress Party, stated that this number was
estimated at around 300.000. Monseigneur Touchet, a French clergyman, informed
the congress of "Oeuevre d'Orient" in February 1916, that the number of dead is thought
to be 500.000, but added that this figure might have been exaggerated.
Toynbee estimates the number of the Armenian losses as 600.000. The same
figure appears in the Encyclopedia Britannica's 1918 edition. Armenians had also
claimed the same number before. Bogos Noubar, head of the Armenian delegation at
the Paris Peace Conference, declared that after the war 280.000 Armenians were
living in Turkey and 700.000 Armenians have emigrated to other countries.
According to the estimation of Bogos Noubar, the total number of the Armenian
population before the war was 1.300.000. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
number of the Armenian losses was around 300.000. This figure reflects the same
proportion, according to their total population, of the 3 million loss of Turkish lives
during the same period. Once more, facts do not correspond with the Armenian claims.
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QUESTION 9: IS THE SEVRES AGREEMENT STILL IN FORCE?
The Armenian propagandists claim that the Sevres Agreement, which provided
for the establishment of an Armenian State in eastern Anatolia, is still legally in force,
and use it to base their claims for the "return" of "Armenian lands". In fact, this
agreement was never put into force. It was superseded and replaced by the Treaty of
Lausanne, and thus no longer has the force of law. In addition, after the Dashnaks
established an Armenian Republic in Erivan on 28 May 1918, it signed the Batum Treaty
of 4 June 1918 with the Ottoman Government. This treaty was described by Foreign
Minister Hadisian of the Armenian Republic as involving the full disavowal on the part
of the latter of all claims on the territory or people of the Ottoman Empire including its
Armenians and the lands claimed by the Armenian nationalists:
"The Armenians of Turkey no longer think of separating from the Ottoman Empire. Their
problems no longer are even the concern of relations between the Armenian Republic and the Ottomans,
Relations between the Ottoman Empire and the Armenian Republic are excellent, and they must remain
that way in the future. All Armenian political parties feel the same way. Continuation of this good
neighborly spirit is one of the principal points of the program recently announced by the Armenian
Government, of which I am Foreign Minister. " 43
Even the Dashnak organ Hairenik stated on 28 June 1918:
"Russia's policy of hostility toward Turkey emboldened the Armenians of the Caucasus; that is
why the Caucasus Armenians were involved in clashes between two friendly races. Thank goodness
that this situation did not last too long. Following the Russian Revolution, the Armenians of the
Caucasus understood that their security could be achieved only by haying good relations with Turkey,
and they stretched out their hands to Turkey. Turkey also wanted to forget the events of the past, and
grasped the out stretched hand in friendship. We agree that the Armenian Question has been resolved
and left to history. The mutual feelings of suspicion and enmity created by foreign agents have been
eliminated. " 44
These declarations make it clear that the Armenian Question was closed by the
agreements concluded, following World War I; that the events that had taken place were
the responsibility of the Russians and Armenians, not of the Turk, and that if anyone had
been mistreated it was the Turks, no-one else.
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It is true that the World War I settlement was reopened for a time by the
Armenian Republic. Despite the Dashnak declarations, Armenian bands began to raid
into eastern Anatolia in the summer of 1918. On 28 May 1919, first anniversary of the
foundation of the Armenian Republic by the Dashnaks, it declared that "Armenia has
annexed Eastern Anatolia" thus laying claim to the territories of eastern Anatolia which had
been returned to the Ottoman Empire following the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. To
examine the Armenian claims and recommend a settlement, American President
Wilson sent an American investigation committee to Anatolia in the fall of 1919 under
the leadership of General James G. Harbord. It toured through Anatolia during
September and October, and then reported to Congress that:
"The Turks and Armenians lived in peace side by side for centuries; that the Turks suffered
as much as the Armenians at the time of the deportations; that only 20% of the Turkish villagers who
went to war would be able to return to their homes; that at the start of World War I and before the
Armenians never had anything approaching a majority of the population in the territories called
Armenia; they would not have a majority even if all the deported Armenians were returned; and the
claims that returning Armenians would be in danger were not justified.” 45
As a result of this report, in April 1920 the American Congress rejected the
proposal which had been made to establish an American Mandate over Anatolia for the
purpose of enabling the Armenians to establish their own state in the East.
On 10 August 1920 the Armenians joined in signing the long-hoped-for Treaty
of Sevres, which provided that the Ottoman government would recognize the
establishment of an independent Armenian state, with boundaries to be determined by
President Wilson. This treaty was, however, signed only by the Ottoman Government in
Istanbul, while most Turks, and most of the country accepted the leadership of the
Ankara government, led by Mustafa Kemal, who actively opposed the treaty and its
provisions.
In the meantime, following the Armistice of Mondros which concluded the
fighting of World War I in 1918, the province of Adana was occupied by the French. The
British occupied Urfa, Marash and Antep but later left these also to the French.
As French forces occupied these provinces, in south and southeast Anatolia, they
were accompanied by Armenians wearing French uniforms, who immediately began to
ravage Turkish villages and massacred large numbers of Turks. These atrocities stirred
the Turks of the area to resist, once again leading to the spreading of propaganda in
Europe that Turks were massacring Armenians. This time, however, since the French
themselves were forced to send the Armenians to the rear to end the atrocities, the
Armenian claims were evidently false, and no-one really believed them.
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After the American Congress rejected a Mandate over Anatolia, the Armenian
Republic in the Caucasus, starting in June 1920, attacked Turkey, sending guerilla
bands as well as organized army units into eastern Anatolia, and undertaking
widespread massacres of the settled population. The Ankara government moved to the
defense in September, and within a short time the Armenian forces were routed, eastern
Anatolia was regained, and order and security re-established. By the Treaty of Gumru
(Alexandropol) signed by the Ankara Government and the Armenian Republic on 3
December 1920, both sides accepted the new boundaries and acknowledged that the
provisions of the Treaty of Sevres were null and void. The Armenians also renounced all
territorial claims against Turkey.
Shortly after this the Red Army entered Erivan and established the Soviet
Armenian Government. However through a revolt in Erivan on 18 February 1921 the
Dashnaks once again took over control of Armenia. The new Vratzian Government sent
a committee to Ankara on 18 March asking for Turkish assistance against the Bolsheviks,
a strange event indeed considering that only two years previously the Dashnaks had
organized an Armenian invasion of Turkey. The Dashnak government did not last very
long, however, and the Soviets soon regained control of Erivan.
On 16 March 1921 Turkey signed the Moscow Treaty with the Soviet Union, by
which the boundaries between Turkey and the Soviet Union were definitively drawn. As
arranged in this agreement, on 13 October 1921 Turkey signed the Kars Agreement with
Soviet Armenia, confirming the new boundaries between the two as well as their
agreement that the provisions of the Treaty of Sevres were null and void once and for
all.
The situation on the southern front was settled by the Treaty of Ankara signed
with France on 20 October 1921. France evacuated not only its own troops, but also the
Armenian guerillas and volunteers who had cooperated with them, and most of the
Armenians who had gathered at Adana in the hope of establishing an Armenian state
there. Most of these Armenians were settled in Lebanon. This agreement made
possible the subsequent return of Hatay to Turkey, thus fulfilling the provisions of the
Turkish national pact which had been drawn up by Mustafa Kemal and the leaders of
the Turkish War for Independence.
All these settlements effectively nullified Armenian ambitions for a state in
eastern Anatolia. The Treaty of Lausanne, signed on 24 July 1923 in place of the Treaty of
Sevres, did not even mention the Armenians, which is why Armenian nationalists
even today try to resurrect the Sevres treaty which never really was put into force.
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QUESTION 10: WHAT ARE THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER
WHICH THE ARMENIANS OF TURKEY LIVE?
Armenian nationalist propagandists ever so often claim that the Armenians of
Turkey are subject to persecution. They resort to this tactic, not only to reinforce their
allegations that Turks persecuted Armenians throughout history, but also to provide a
unifying bond for Armenian action groups and to get foreign states intervene in Turkey's
internal affairs. Like other Armenian claims, this also is not based on facts.
In Turkey all citizens are equal before the law. They enjoy the same rights and
have the same obligations without discrimination of any kind. The exercise of these rights
and freedoms are under constitutional guarantee. Armenians, like other non-Muslim
religious communities in Turkey, enjoy additional safeguards extended to them by the
Lausanne Peace Treaty which recognizes their minority status.
The 50,000 Armenians living in Turkey today are in no way separated from their
fellow Turkish citizens. They are full citizens, with the same rights and privileges as other
Turkish citizens, having their lives, liberties and happiness guaranteed by law. The
Armenians of Turkey continue to worship in their own churches and teach in their own
language in their own schools. They publish newspapers, books and magazines in
Armenian and have their own social and cultural institutions in addition to participating
fully in those open to all Turkish citizens. The Armenian community in Istanbul has 18
schools, 17 cultural and social organizations, three daily newspapers, five periodicals, two
sports clubs, 57 churches, 58 foundations and two hospitals.
In this context, there has been significant progress in Turkey in improving the
legislation concerning religious minorities as well. The fourth EU harmonization package
adopted in January 2003 facilitated the acquisition of real estate by non-Muslim religious
foundations by revising the Law on Foundations. The sixth harmonization package
adopted in July 2003 prolonged the application period granted to non-Muslim religious
foundations to acquire real estate currently in their possession. The same package revised
the Law on Construction to meet the needs for places of worship by religions and faiths
other than Islam. A bylaw adopted in January 2005 transferred the duties of the
Directorate General of Security concerning the issues related to religious minorities to the
Governorship and Sub-governorship offices.
Turkey is a secular state with a predominantly Muslim population. The
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, in its resolution No. 1380 (2004),
confirmed that "this unique state of affairs is evidence of its attachment to European
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democratic values based on tolerance and mutual respect". As a constituent principle,
secularism in the Republic of Turkey ensures the state's neutrality towards its citizens
whatever their religious beliefs are.
The Armenians of Turkey are enjoying the advantages of a free society to live
prosperous and happy lives as Turkish citizens belonging to other faiths. Many of them
are prosperous merchants, prominent artists or prestigious academicians. The Armenians
of Turkey are proud to be Turkish citizens and, along with all other Turks, deeply resent
the lies about their country spread in their name by radical Armenian nationalists abroad.
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QUESTION 11 : HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE THE CURRENT STATE OF
AFFAIRS BETWEEN TURKEY AND ARMENIA?
Turkey is among the first countries to recognize Armenia's independence in 1991
and to extend full support to this country in her efforts to become a full-fledged member of
the international community.
However, after almost a decade and a half, it has still not been possible to establish
diplomatic relations with this country.
Three factors affect the current state of affairs between Turkey and Armenia:
1) Armenia's refusal to officially recognize the common border between
Turkey and herself and related territorial claims :
The border between Turkey and Armenia is drawn up by the Kars Treaty of 1921.
Signed between the Soviet Republics of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey, this
international Treaty also delineates Turkey's present borders with Georgia and Azerbaijan.
However, since her independence, Armenia refuses to officially recognize the
validity of this Treaty. As such, Yerevan displays a conflicting attitude by calling for the
opening of the border on the one hand and not officially recognizing it on the other.
Article 11 of the Armenian Declaration of Independence and Article 13 of the
Armenian Constitution are also to be noted. Armenian Declaration of Independence, refers
to the Eastern Anatolia Region of Turkey as "Western Armenia". Furthermore, article
13, paragraph 2 of the Constitution of Armenia states that Mount Ago, which is in Turkey,
is the state symbol of Armenia.
Non-recognition of the border with a neighboring state and references as such to a
neighbor's country in constitutional documents, are to be interpreted as territorial claims.
2) Historical allegations :
Armenia, disregarding historical facts, accuses Turkey of having committed a
"genocide" and seeks for its international recognition. This allegation had also been
included in the Armenian Declaration of Independence. Achieving worldwide recognition
of this fabrication as a fact constitutes one of the main objectives of Armenian foreign
policy.
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3) Armenia's refusal to abide by international law and principles
Armenia continues to occupy almost 20 percent of Azerbaijani territory for years.
Though several UN Security Council Resolutions (822, 853, 874 and 884) call for an
end to Armenia's occupation and invite her to respect the territorial integrity of
other countries in the region, Armenia refuses to adopt an attitude in line with
internationally accepted norms and principles, and undermines regional peace and security.
Turkey expects Armenia to become a responsible member of the international
community, halt unfriendly policies towards her neighbors and help efforts to create an
environment conducive to building peace and stability in the South Caucasus.
Turkey is willing to normalize her relations with Armenia. It is however necessary to
underline that this could only be done if some progress is achieved in solving the abovementioned issues. With this understanding, dialogue channels have been kept open with the
officials of this country.
In line with her vision of gradual normalization of relations with Armenia, Turkey
has put into effect various confidence building measures included in the road map agreed
by the two sides, within the context of the dialogue process between the Ministers and
Ministries of Foreign Affairs of the two countries.
However, the normalization of the bilateral relations depends also upon Armenia's
political will and constructive approach to build her relations with Turkey and her other
neighbors on the basic principles of international law and good-neighborliness, as well as
Armenia's readiness to contribute to the peaceful settlement of the longstanding NagornoKarabakh conflict.
When Armenia displays her will to reciprocate Turkey's moves, Turkey will not fail to
respond accordingly.

HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE THE CURRENT
STATE OF AFFAIRS BETWEEN TURKEY AND ARMENIA?
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ARMENIAN TERRORISM : A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST
During a 13-year period from 1973 to 1986, various Armenian terrorist
organizations claimed responsibility for about 200 attacks on Turkish diplomatic and nondiplomatic institutions and murdered 58 Turkish and 16 non-Turkish people, of whom 34
were Turkish Diplomats, and wounded hundreds. Armenian terrorist organizations also
targeted their own people who refused to make financial contribution to Armenian
terrorism. Below is a chronological list of Armenian terrorist activities from 1973 to 1994.
January 27, 1973 Santa Barbara, California The Armenian Gourgen Yanikian, a
U.S. citizen, invites the Turkish Consul General, Mehmet Baydar, and the Consul, Bahadır
Demir to a luncheon. The unsuspecting diplomats accept the friendly invitation. Gourgen
Yanikian murders his two guests. He is sentenced to life imprisonment.
April 4, 1973 Paris Bombings at the Turkish Consulate General and the offices of
Turkish Airlines (THY). Extensive damage.
October 26, 1973 New York Attempted bombing of the Turkish Information
Office. The bomb is discovered in time and defused. A group calling itself the "Yanikian
Commandos" claims responsibility. They want the release of the double murderer of Santa
Barbara, Gourgen Yanikian, who insidiously murdered two Turkish diplomats.
February 7, 1975 Beirut Attempted bombing of the Turkish Information and
Tourism Bureau. The bomb explodes while being defused. A Lebanese policeman is
injured. The "Prisoner Gourgen Yanikian Group" claims responsibility.
February 20, 1975 Beirut The "Yanikian" group demanding the release of the
double murderer of Santa Barbara strikes again. Extensive damage is caused by a bomb
explosion at the THY offices. ASALA (Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of
Armenia) also claims responsibility for the bombing.
October 22, 1975 Vienna The Turkish Ambassador, Daniş Tunalıgil, is
assassinated by three Armenian terrorists raiding the Embassy. ASALA claims
responsibility.
October 24, 1975 Paris Ambassador Ismail Erez and his driver, Talip Yener, are
murdered. The ASALA and the JCAG (Justice Commandos for the Armenian Genocide)
dispute responsibility.
October 28, 1975 Beirut Grenade attack on the Turkish Embassy. The ASALA
claims responsibility.
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February 16, 1976 Beirut The First Secretary of the Turkish Embassy, Oktar
Cirit, is assassinated in a restaurant on Hamra Street. The ASALA claims responsibility.
May 28, 1976 Zurich Bomb attacks at the offices of the Turkish Labor Attaché and
the Garanti Bank. Extensive damage. A bomb in the Turkish Tourism Bureau is defused in
time. Responsibility is claimed by the JCAG.
May 2, 1977 Beirut The cars of the Military Attaché, Nahit Karakay, and the
Administrative Attaché, Ilhan Özbabacan, are destroyed. The two diplomats are uninjured.
Credit is claimed by the ASALA.
May 14, 1977 Paris Bomb attack at the Turkish Tourism Bureau. Extensive
damage. The "New Armenian Resistance Group" claims responsibility.
June 9, 1977 Rome Assassination of the Turkish Ambassador to the Holy See,
Taha Carim. He dies soon after the attack. The JCAG claims responsibility.
October 4, 1977 Los Angeles Bomb attack at the house of Professor Stanford
Shaw, who teaches Ottoman history at the University of California in Los Angeles
(UCLA). Responsibility is claimed by an "Armenian Group of 28."
January 2, 1978 Brussels Bomb attack at a building containing Turkish banking
services. The "New Armenian Resistance" claims credit.
June 2, 1978 Madrid Terrorist attack on the automobile of the Turkish
Ambassador, Zeki Kuneralp. His wife, Necla Kuneralp, the retired Turkish Ambassador
Beşir Balcıoğlu die immediately in the rain of gunfire. The Spanish chauffeur, Antonio
Torres, dies of his injuries in the hospital. ASALA and JCAG claim responsibility.
December 6, 1978 Geneva A bomb explodes in front of the Turkish Consulate
General. Extensive damage. The "New Armenian Resistance Group" claims responsibility.
December 17, 1978 Geneva A bomb explodes at the THY Bureau. ASALA claims
responsibility.
July 8, 1979 Paris The French capital experiences four bomb attacks in a single
day. The first is at the THY offices; the next at the offices of the Turkish Labor Attache;
the third in the Turkish Information and Tourism Bureau. A fourth explosive, intended
for the Turkish Permanent Representative to the O.E.C.D., is defused before it explodes.
The JCAG claims responsibility.
August 22, 1979 Geneva A bomb is thrown at the car of the Turkish Consul
General, Niyazi Adalı. The diplomat escapes unhurt. Two Swiss passers-by are injured.
Two cars are destroyed.
August 27, 1979 Frankfurt The offices of THY are totally destroyed by an
explosion. A pedestrian is injured. The ASALA claims responsibility.
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October 4, 1979 Copenhagen Two Danes are injured when a bomb explodes near
the offices of THY. ASALA claims credit.
October 12, 1979 The Hague Ahmet Benler, the son of Turkish Ambassador
Özdemir Benler, is assassinated by Armenian terrorists. The murderers escape. JCAG and
ASALA claim responsibility.
October 30, 1979 Milan The offices of THY are destroyed by a bomb explosion.
ASALA claims responsibility.
November 8,1979 Rome The Turkish Tourism Office is destroyed by a bomb.
ASALA claims responsibility.
November 18, 1979 Paris Bomb explosions destroy the offices of THY, KLM,
and Lufthansa. Two French policemen are injured. Responsibility is claimed by ASALA.
November 25, 1979 Madrid Bomb explosions in front of the offices of TWA and
British Airways. ASALA, in claiming responsibility, states that the attacks are meant as a
warning to the Pope to cancel his planned visit to Turkey.
December 9, 1979 Rome Two bombs explode in downtown Rome, damaging the
offices of PAN AM, British Airways and the Philippine Airways. Nine people are
injured in the terrorist attack. A "New Armenian Resistance Movement" claims
responsibility.
December 17, 1979 London Extensive damage is caused when a bomb explodes in
front of the THY offices. A "Front for the Liberation of Armenia" claims responsibility.
December 22, 1979 Paris Yılmaz Çolpan the Tourism Attaché at the Turkish
Embassy is assassinated while walking on the Champs Élysées. Several groups, including
ASALA, JCAG and the "Commandos of Armenian Militants against Genocide" claim
responsibility.
December 22, 1979 Amsterdam Heavy damage results from a bomb explosion in
front of the THY offices. ASALA claims credit.
December 23, 1979 Rome A bomb explodes in front of a World Council of
Churches Refugee Centre, being used as a transit point for Armenian refugees from
Lebanon. ASALA claims credit for the attack and warns the Italian authorities to halt "the
Armenian diaspora."
December 23, 1979 Rome Three bomb explosions occur in front of the offices of
Air France and TWA, injuring a dozen passers-by. ASALA claims responsibility, stating
that the bomb was placed "in reprisal against the repressive measures of French authorities
against Armenians in France" (ie., questioning suspects, carry out investigations, etc.)
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January 10, 1980 Teheran A bomb which explodes in front of the THY offices
causes extensive damage. ASALA claims responsibility.
January 20, 1980 Madrid A series of bomb attacks, resulting in numerous injuries,
occurs in front of the offices of TWA, British Airways, Swissair, and Sabena. The JCAG
claims credit for the attacks.
February 2, 1980 Brussels Two bombs explode within minutes of each other in
front of the downtown offices of THY and Aeroflot. The "New Armenian Resistance
Group" issues a communiqué in which they claim responsibility for both attacks.
February 6, 1980 Bern A terrorist opens fire on Turkish Ambassador Doğan
Turkmen, who escapes with minor wounds. The would-be-assassin, an Armenian named
Max Klindjian, is subsequently arrested in Marseilles and returned to Switzerland for trial.
The JCAG claims credit for the attack.
February 18, 1980 Rome The offices of Lufthansa, El Al and Swissair are
damaged by two bomb attacks. Telephone messages give three reasons for the attacks: 1.
The Germans support "Turkish fascism"; 2. The Jews are Zionists (ASALA); 3. The Swiss
behave "repressively" towards the Armenians.
March 10, 1980 Rome Bomb attacks on the THY and Turkish Tourism Bureau
offices on the Piazza Delia Repubblica. The blasts kill two Italians and injure fourteen.
Credit for the attack is claimed by the "New Armenian Resistance of the Armenian Secret
Army."
April 17, 1980 Rome The Turkish Ambassador to the Holy See, Vecdi Türel, is
shot and seriously wounded. Tahsin Güvenc, the Security Attaché of the Embassy, is also
slightly wounded in the assassination attempt. JCAG claims responsibility for the attack.
May 19, 1980 Marseilles A rocket aimed at the Turkish Consulate General in
Marseilles is discovered and defused prior to exploding. ASALA and a group calling itself
"Black April" claim credit for the attack.
July 31, 1980 Athens Galip Özmen, the Administrative Attaché at the Turkish
Embassy, and his family are attacked by Armenian terrorists while sitting in their car.
Galip Özmen and his fourteen-year-old daughter, Neslihan, are killed in the attack. His
wife, Sevil, and his sixteen-year-old son, Kaan, are wounded. Credit for the double killing is
claimed by ASALA.
August 5, 1980 Lyon Two terrorists storm into the Turkish Consulate General in
Lyon and open fire, killing two and injuring several other bystanders. ASALA claims credit
for the attack..
August 11, 1980 New York An "Armenian group" hurls paint bombs at the
Turkish House across from the United Nations, home of the Turkish Representations in
New York..
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September 26, 1980 Paris Selçuk Bakkalbaşı, the Press Consular at the Turkish
Embassy, is shot as he enters his home. Bakkalbaşı survives but is permanently paralysed
as a result of his injuries. ASALA claims responsibility for the attack.
October 3, 1980 Geneva Two Armenian terrorists are injured when a bomb they
are preparing explodes in their Geneva hotel room. The two, Suzy Mahseredjian from
Canoga Park, California, and Alexander Yenikomechian, are arrested. Their arrest leads to
the formation of a new group called "October 3," which subsequently strikes at Swiss
targets.
October 3, 1980 Milan Two Italians are injured when a bomb explodes in front of
the THY offices. ASALA claims credit for the attack.
October 5, 1980 Madrid The offices of Alitalia are rocked by a bomb explosion
which injures twelve individuals. The ASALA claims responsibility for the attack.
October 6, 1980 Los Angeles Two Molotov cocktails are thrown into the home of
the Turkish Consul General, Kemal Arıkan. He survives with injuries.
October 10, 1980 Beirut Two bombs explode near Swiss offices in West Beirut. A
group calling itself "October 3" claims responsibility for these bombings as well as others
on the same day against Swiss offices in England.
October 12, 1980 New York A bomb placed in front of the Turkish House
explodes. Four passers-by are injured. JCAG assumes responsibility.
October 12, 1980 Los Angeles A travel agency in Hollywood, owned by a
Turkish-American, is destroyed. JCAG claims responsibility.
October 12, 1980 London The Turkish Tourism and Information Bureau's offices
are damaged by a bomb explosion. ASALA claims credit.
October 12, 1980 London A Swiss shopping complex in central London is
damaged by a bomb blast. Callers claim the explosion was the work of "October 3."
October 13, 1980 Paris A Swiss tourist office is damaged by a bomb explosion.
"October 3" again claims credit.
October 21, 1980 Interlaken, Switzerland A bomb is found in a Swiss express
train coming from Paris. Luckily, it does not explode. "October 3" is believed to be
behind the action, which could have caused a catastrophe.
November 4, 1980 Geneva The Swiss Palace of Justice in Geneva is heavily
damaged by a bomb explosion. Credit is claimed by "October 3."
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November 9, 1980 Strasbourg Heavy damage results from a bomb blast at the
Turkish Consulate General. The attack is claimed by ASALA.
November 10, 1980 Rome Five people are injured in attacks on the Swissair and
Swiss Tourist offices. ASALA and "October 3" claim credit.
November 19, 1980 Rome The offices of the Turkish Tourism Bureau and those
of THY are damaged by a bomb explosion. ASALA claims responsibility.
November 25, 1980 Geneva The offices of the Union of Swiss Banks are hit by
a bomb explosion. Responsibility is claimed by "October 3."
December 5, 1980 Marseilles A police expert defuses a time bomb left at the
Swiss Consulate in Marseilles. "October 3" claims responsibility.
December 15, 1980 London Two bombs placed in front of the French Tourism
Office in London are defused by a Scotland Yard bomb squad. "October 3" claims the
bombs are a warning to the French for assistance they have rendered the Swiss in fighting
Armenian terrorism.
December 17, 1980 Sydney Two terrorists assassinate Şarık Arıyak, the Turkish
Consul General, and the Security Attaché, Engin Sever. JCAG claims responsibility.
December 25, 1980 Zurich A bomb explosion destroys a radar monitor at
Kloten Airport, and a second explosive planted on the main runway of the airportlis
defused. "October 3" claims credit for these attempted mass-murders.
December 29, 1980 Madrid A Spanish reporter is seriously injured in a telephone
booth while calling in a story to his paper about the bomb attack on the Swissair offices.
"October 3" claims responsibility.
December 30, 1980 Beirut Bomb attack on the Credit-Suisse offices. ASALA and
"October 3" fight over who gets the credit.
January 2, 1981 Beirut In a press communiqué, ASALA threatens to "attack all
Swiss diplomats throughout the world" in response to the alleged mistreatment of "Suzy
and Alex" in Switzerland. On January 4, ASALA issues a statement giving the Swiss a few
days to think things over.
January 13, 1981 Paris A bomb explodes in the car of Ahmet Erbeyli, the
Economic Consular of the Turkish Embassy. Erbeyli is not injured, but the explosion
totally destroys his car. A group calling itself the "Alex Yenikomechian Commandos" of
ASALA claims credit for the explosion.
January 27, 1981 Milan The Swissair and Swiss Tourist offices in Milan are
damaged by bomb explosions. Two passers-by are injured. "October 3" claims credit for
the bombing in a call to local media representatives.
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February 3, 1981 Los Angeles Bomb-squad officials disarm a bomb left at the
Swiss Consulate. The terrorists threaten in anonymous phone calls that such attacks will
continue until Suzy Mahseredjian is released.
February 5, 1981 Paris Bombs explode in the TWA and Air France offices. One
injured, heavy material damage. "October 3" claims credit.
March 4, 1981 Paris Two terrorists open fire on Resat Moralı, Labor Attaché at
the Turkish Embassy, Tecelli Arı, Religious Affairs Attaché, and Ilkay Karakoç, the Paris
representative of the Anadolu Bank. Moralı and Arı are assassinated. Karakoç manages to
escape. ASALA claims responsibility.
March 12, 1981 Teheran A group of ASALA terrorists try to occupy the Turkish
Embassy, killing two guards in the process. Two of the perpetrators are captured and later
executed by the Iranians. ASALA claims credit.
April 3, 1981 Copenhagen Cavit Demir, the Labor Attaché at the Turkish
Embassy, is shot as he enters his apartment building late in the evening and is seriously
wounded. Both ASALA and JCAG claim the attack.
June 3, 1981 Los Angeles Bombs force the cancellation of performances by a
Turkish folk-dance group. Threats of similar bombings force the group's performances in
San Francisco to be cancelled as well.
June 9, 1981 Geneva Mehmet Savaş Yergüz, Secretary in the Turkish Consulate,
is assassinated by the Armenian terrorist Mardiros Jamgotchian. The arrest of the ASALA
terrorist leads to the formation of a new ASALA branch called the "Ninth of June
Organization," which will be responsible for a new series of attacks.
June 11, 1981 Paris A group of Armenian terrorists, led by one Ara Toranian,
occupies the THY offices. Initially ignored by the French authorities, the terrorists are
only evicted from the premises after vehement protests from the Turkish Embassy.
June 19, 1981 Teheran A bomb explodes at the offices of Swissair. The "Ninth of
June Organization" claims responsibility.
June 26, 1981 Los Angeles A bomb explodes in front of the Swiss Banking
Corporation offices. Again the work of the "Ninth of June Organization."
July 19, 1981 Bern A bomb explodes at the Swiss Parliament Building. "Ninth of
June" claims responsibility.
July 20, 1981 Zurich "Ninth of June" strikes again. A bomb explodes in an
automatic photo-booth at Zurich's international airport.
July 21, 1981 Lausanne Twenty women are injured as a bomb laid by Armenian
terrorists explodes in a department store. "Ninth of June" claims responsibility.
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July 22, 1981 Geneva A bomb explodes in a locker at the train station. Authorities
suspect "Ninth of June."
July 22, 1981 Geneva An hour later, a second bomb explodes in a locker at the
station. Police cordoned off the area following the first explosion, thereby preventing
injuries from the second.
August 11, 1981 Copenhagen Two bombs destroy the offices of Swissair. An
American tourist is injured in the explosion. "Ninth of June" claims responsibility.
November 16, 1981 Paris A bomb injures two innocent bystanders at the Gare
de l'Ést. "Orly" claims responsibility.
November 18, 1981 Paris "Orly" announces that it has planted a bomb at the Gare
du Nord.
November 20, 1981 Los Angeles The Turkish Consulate General in Beverly Hills
suffers extensive damage. The JCAG claims credit.
January 13, 1982 Toronto An ASALA bomb causes extensive damage to the
Turkish Consulate General.
January 17, 1982 Geneva Two bombs destroy parked cars. The ASALA "Ninth of
June Organisation" claims credit.
January 17, 1982 Paris A bomb explodes at the Union of Banks and a second is
disarmed at the Credit Lyonnais. "Orly" claims responsibility.
January 19, 1982 Paris A bomb explodes in the Air France offices in the Palais
des Congrès. "Orly" claims responsibility.
January 28, 1982 Los Angeles Two Armenian terrorists assassinated Kemal
Arıkan, the Turkish Consul General in Los Angeles. Nineteen years old Hampig
Sassounian is arrested and sentenced to life.
March 22, 1982 Cambridge, Massachusetts A gift shop belonging to Orhan
Günduz, the Turkish Honorary Consul General in Boston, is blown up. Gündüz receives
an ultimatum: Either he gives up his honorary position or he will be "executed."
Responsibility is claimed by the JCAG.
March 26, 1982 Beirut Two dead, sixteen injured in an explosion at a movie
theatre. ASALA claims credit for the attack.
April 8, 1982 Ottawa Kani Güngör, the Commercial Attaché at the Turkish
Embassy in Ottawa, is seriously wounded in an attack by Armenian terrorists in the garage
of his apartment house. ASALA claims responsibility.
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April 24, 1982 Dortmund, West Germany Several Turkish-owned businesses
suffer extensive damage in bomb attacks. The "New Armenian Resistance Organization"
claims responsibility.
May 4, 1982 Cambridge, Massachusetts Orhan Gündüz, the Turkish Honorary
Consul General in Boston is assassinated. The murderer is still at large.
May 10, 1982 Geneva Bombs explode at two banks. ASALA claimed the attacks.
May 18, 1982 Toronto Four Armenians are arrested for trying to smuggle money
out of the country. The money was extorted from Armenians, a common practice
throughout the world. In the course of the investigation, it is discovered that the
terrorists firebombed the house of an Armenian who refused to make his contribution to
Armenian terrorism.
May 18, 1982 Tampa, Florida Attack at the office of Nash Karahan, the Turkish
Honorary Consul General.
May 26, 1982 Los Angeles A bomb damages the office of Swiss Banking
Corporation. The suspects: four Armenians accused of involvement in ASALA.
May 30, 1982 Los Angeles Three members of ASALA are arrested when planting
a bomb in the Air Canada cargo-office.
June 7, 1982 Lisbon The Administrative Attaché at the Turkish Embassy, Erkut
Akbay, and his wife, Nadide Akbay, are assassinated in front of their home. JCAG claims
responsibility.
July 1, 1982 Rotterdam Four Armenian terrorists shot down the Turkish Consul
General Kemalettin Demirer. An "Armenian Red Army" claims responsibility.
July 21, 1982 Paris Sixteen injured in a bomb explosion near a cafe in the Place
Saint-Severin. Orly Organisation claimed credit. "Orly" complains that the French do not
treat the arrested Armenian terrorists as "political prisoners," but rather as ordinary
criminals.
July 26, 1982 Paris "Orly" is responsible for injuring two women in an explosion in
Paris' "Pub Saint-Germain."
August 2, 1982 Paris Pierre Gulumian, an Armenian terrorist, is killed when a
bomb he is making explodes in his face.
August 7, 1982 Ankara, Esenboğa Airport Two Armenian terrorists open fire in a
crowded passenger waiting room. One of the terrorists takes more than twenty hostages
while the police apprehended the second. Nine people are dead and eighty-two injured;
some seriously. The surviving terrorist, Levon Ekmekjian is arrested and sentenced.
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August 8, 1982 Paris A bomb is defused in time. "Orly" regrets the discovery.
August 12, 1982 Paris Terrorists open fire on a policeman assigned to protect
the offices of the Turkish Tourism Attaché. Luckily, he escapes without injury.
August 27, 1982 Ottawa Colonel Atilla Altıkat, the Military Attaché at the Turkish
Embassy, is assassinated in his car. JCAG claims responsibility.
September 9, 1982 Burgaz, Bulgaria Bora Süelkan, the Administrative Attaché
at the Turkish Consulate General in Burgaz, is assassinated in front of his home. The
assassin leaves a message "We shot dead the Turkish diplomat: Combat Units of Justice
Against the Armenian Genocide." An anonymous caller claims that the assassination is the
work of a branch of the ASALA.
October 26, 1982 Los Angeles Five Armenian terrorists are charged with
conspiring to blow up the offices of the Honorary Turkish Consul General in Philadelphia.
All belong to the JCAG.
December 8, 1982 Athens Two Armenians on a motorbike throw a bomb at the
offices of the Saudi Arabian Airlines. The bomb hits a power pylon, explodes and kills
one of the terrorists. His accomplice, an Armenian from Iran named Vahe Kontaverdian
is arrested. It is later revealed that ASALA ordered the attack because Saudi Arabia
maintains friendly relations with Turkey.
January 21, 1983 Anaheim, California Nine "sophisticated" pipe bombs are
confiscated from an Armenian bakery after one of the detonators goes off and causes fire.
January 22, 1983 Paris Two terrorists attack the offices of THY with hand
grenades. No one is injured. ASALA claims credit.
January 22, 1983 Paris French police defuse a powerful explosive device near the
THY counter at Orly airport.
February 2, 1983 Brussels The offices of THY are bombed. The "New Armenian
Resistance Organization" claims responsibility.
February 28, 1983 Luxembourg A bomb placed in front of Turkey's diplomatic
mission is defused. The Armenian Reporter in New York reports that the "New Armenian
Resistance Organization" is responsible.
February 28, 1983 Paris A bomb explodes at the Marmara Travel Agency. Killed
in the explosion is Renee Morin, a French secretary. Four other Frenchmen are wounded.
A few minutes after the attack, ASALA claims responsibility.
March 9, 1983 Belgrade Galip Balkar, the Turkish Ambassador to Yugoslavia is
assassinated in central Belgrade. His chauffeur, Necati Kayar is shot in the stomach. As
the two assailants flee from the scene, Yugoslav citizens bravely pursued assailants. One
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of the terrorists shoots and wounds a Yugoslav Colonel, and is in turn apprehended by a
policeman. The second terrorist opens fire on civilians who are chasing him, killing a
young student and wounding a young girl. The two terrorists, Kirkor Levonian and Raffi
Elbekian, are tried and sentenced.
May 24, 1983 Brussels Bombs explode in front of the Turkish Embassy's Culture
and Information offices and in front of a Turkish-owned travel agency. The Italian director
of the travel agency is wounded. ASALA claims credit.
June 16, 1983 Istanbul Armenian terrorists carry out an attack with hand
grenades and automatic weapons inside the covered bazaar in Istanbul. Two dead, twentyone wounded. ASALA claims responsibility.
July 8, 1983 Paris Armenian terrorists attack the offices of the British Council,
protesting against the trials of Armenians in London.
July 14, 1983, Brussels Armenian terrorists murder Dursun Aksoy, the
Administrative Attaché at the Turkish Embassy. ASALA, ARA and JCAG claim
responsibility.
July 15, 1983 Paris A bomb explodes in front of the THY counter at Orly airport.
Eight dead, more than sixty injured. A 29 years old Syrian-Armenian named Varadjian
Garbidjian confesses to having planted the bomb. He admits that the bomb was intended
to have exploded once the plane was airborne.
July 15, 1983 London A bomb, similar to the one that exploded at Orly, is defused
in time. ASALA claims responsibility for both attacks.
July 18, 1983 Lyon A bomb threat is made by ASALA against the Lyon railroad
station.
July 22, 1983 Teheran "Orly" carries out bomb attacks on the French Embassy
and Air France.
July 27, 1983 Lisbon Five Armenian terrorists attempt to storm the Turkish
Embassy in Lisbon. Failing to gain access to the chancery, they occupy the residence,
taking the Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) and his family hostage. When explosives being
planted by the terrorists go off, Cahide Mihçıoğlu, wife of the DCM and four of the
terrorists are blown to pieces. The DCM, Yurtsev Mihçıoğlu, and his son Atasay are
injured. The fifth terrorist is killed in the initial assault by Turkish security forces. One
Portuguese policeman is also killed and another wounded. The ARA claims responsibility.
July 28, 1983 Lyon Another bomb threat on Lyon-Perrache railroad station.
ASALA claims responsibility.
July 29, 1983 Teheran A threat to blow up the French Embassy in Teheran with a
rocket attack causes Iranian officials to increase security at the facility.
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July 31, 1983 Lyon and Rennes Bomb threats from Armenian terrorists force the
emergency landing of two domestic French flights carrying 424 passengers.
August 10, 1983 Teheran A bomb explodes in an automobile at the French
Embassy. ASALA claims credit for the attack.
August 25, 1983 Bonn A whole series of bomb attacks against offices of the
French Consulate General claim two lives and leave twenty-three injured. ASALA claims
responsibility.
September 9, 1983 Teheran Two French Embassy cars are bombed. One of the
bombs injures two embassy staff members. ASALA claims credit.
October 1, 1983 Marseilles A bomb blast destroys the U.S., Soviet and Algerian
pavilions at an international trade fair in Marseilles. One person is killed and twenty-six
injured. ASALA and "Orly" claim credit.
October 6, 1983 Teheran A French Embassy vehicle is bombed, injuring two
passengers. "Orly" claims responsibility.
October 29,1983 Beirut Hand-grenade attack on the French Embassy. One of the
ASALA terrorists is arrested.
October 29, 1983 Beirut The Turkish Embassy is attacked by three Armenian
terrorists. One of the assailants, Sarkis Denielian, a 19 years old Lebanese-Armenian is
apprehended. ASALA claims responsibility.
March 28, 1984 Teheran A timed series of attacks is carried out against Turkish
diplomats: Two Armenian terrorists shoot and seriously wound Sergeant İsmail Pamukçu,
employed at the office of the Turkish Military Attaché; Hasan Servet Öktem, First
Secretary of the Turkish Embassy, is slightly wounded as he leaves his home; Ibrahim
Özdemir, the Administrative Attaché at the Turkish Embassy, alerts police to two
suspicious looking men. They turn out to be Armenian terrorists and are arrested; In the
afternoon of the same day, Iranian police arrest three more Armenian terrorists outside the
Turkish Embassy; An Armenian terrorist is killed when a bomb he is attempting to plant in
the car of the Turkish Assistant Commercial Consular explodes prematurely. The dead
terrorist is later identified as Sultan Gregorian Semaperdan (ASALA).
March 29, 1984 Los Angeles ASALA sends a written threat, saying they will
assassinate Turkish athletes who take part in the Olympics.
April 8, 1984 Beirut ASALA issues a community warning that all flights to Turkey
will be considered military targets.
April 26, 1984 Ankara The Turkish Prime Minister, Turgut Özal, receives a threat
warning him that if he goes ahead with a planned visit to Teheran, ASALA will schedule a
major terrorist operation against his country.
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April 28, 1984 Teheran Two Armenian terrorists riding a motorcycle open fire on
Işık Yönder as he drives his wife, Sadiye Yönder, to the Turkish Embassy where she works
as a secretary. Işık Yönder is killed, and ASALA claims credit for yet another senseless
murder.
June 20, 1984 Vienna A bomb explodes in a car belonging to Erdoğan Özen,
Assistant Labor and Social Affairs Consular at the Turkish Embassy in Vienna. Özen is
killed and five others seriously wounded, including a policeman. ARA terrorists claim
credit for the crime.
June 25, 1984 Los Angeles A news agency office in France receives a letter
threatening to attack all governments, organizations and companies that assist, in any way
whatsoever, Turkey's team at the Los Angeles Olympics.
August 13, 1984 Lyon A bomb explodes in a Lyon train station causing minor
damage. ASALA claims credit.
September 1984 Teheran Several Turkish owned firms in Iran come under attack
after receiving warning letters informing them that they are to be targeted. The first victim
is the Sezai Türkeş Company. A Turkish employee is injured while fighting the fire caused
by the explosion. A chain of smaller scale acts of intimidation follows.
September 1, 1984 Teheran Iranian authorities expose a plot to assassinate
Ismet Birsel, the Turkish Ambassador to Teheran.
September 3, 1984 Istanbul Two Armenian terrorists die as one of their bombs
goes off too soon. The ARA claims credit.
November 19, 1984 Vienna Evner Ergun, Deputy Director of the Center for
Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs of the United Nations, Vienna is
assassinated while driving to work. The assassins leave a flag with the initials "ARA" on his
body.
December 1984 Brussels Authorities are able to thwart a bombing attempt at the
residence of Selçuk Incesu, Turkish Consul General.
December 29, 1984 Beirut Two French buildings in East Beirut are bombed.
ASALA claims credit.
December 29, 1984 Paris Following an ASALA threat to blow up an Air France
plane, police increase security at the Charles de Gaulle Airport.
January 3, 1985 Beirut The offices of Agence France Presse are extensively
damaged when a bomb explodes.
March 3, 1985 Paris An anonymous caller to Agence France Presse threatens to
attack French interests throughout the world upon the indictment of the three terrorists
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who participated in the Orly attack.
March 12, 1985 Ottawa Three heavily armed terrorists storm the Turkish Embassy,
killing a Canadian security guard in the process. After blowing up the front door, the
gunmen enter the building. Ambassador Coşkun Kırca manages to escape but suffers
extensive injuries. The wife and daughter of the Ambassador, who were taken hostage, are
later released, and the terrorists surrender. ARA claims responsibility. Ontario Supreme
Court, on October 31,1986 sentenced Kevork Marasliyan, Ohannes Noubarian and Raffi
Titizian to life.
March 26, 1985 Toronto A threat to blow up the city of Toronto's transit system
leads to chaos during the rush hour. An "Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Our
Homeland" claims responsibility for the threat.
November 1985 Brussels A special anti-terrorist security squad of the Belgian
police exposes and arrests three Armenian terrorists with Portuguese passports. They were
planning an attack on Turkish officers at NATO headquarters.
November 28, 1985 Paris French police arrest the leader of the terrorist
organization the "Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia-Revolutionary
Movement" (ASALA-RM) Monte Melkonian, a U.S. citizen. In Melkonian's apartment,
police confiscate weapons, explosive devices, arrival and departure information on
Turkish ships scheduled to visit France and a picture of Turkey's Ambassador to France,
Adnan Bulak.
December 1985 Paris Forty-one shoppers in two of Paris' leading department
stores (Gallerie Lafayette and Printemps) are injured (twelve seriously) when nearly
simultaneous bomb explosions rip through the stores. In the ensuing panic, some 10,000
Christmas shoppers flee into the street. The Armenian Reporter, published in New York,
reports in its December 12th issue that French law enforcement authorities are
concentrating on ASALA as the most likely perpetrator. ASALA later takes credit for the
two bombings.
November 23, 1986 Melbourne At 2:15 a.m. bomb explodes in front of the
Turkish Consulate General. One dead -presumably the perpetrator- and one Australian
injured.
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ATTENTION
MEMBERS OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
(May 19, 1985)
The undersigned American academicians who specialize in Turkish, Ottoman
and Middle Eastern Studies are concerned that the current language embodied in House
Joint Resolution 192 is misleading and/or inaccurate in several respects.
Specifically, while fully supporting the concept of a "National Day of Remembrance of
Man's Inhumanity to Man," we respectfully take exception to that portion of the text
which singles out for special recognition:
"... the one and one half million people of Armenian ancestry who were victims of genocide
perpetrated in Turkey between 1915 and 1923 . . .."
Our reservations focus on the use of the words "Turkey" and "genocide" and may
be summarized as follows:
From the fourteenth century until 1922, the area currently known as Turkey, or
more correctly, the Republic of Turkey, was part of the territory encompassing the multinational, multi-religious state known as the Ottoman Empire. It is wrong to equate the
Ottoman Empire with the Republic of Turkey in the same way that it is wrong to equate
the Hapsburg Empire with the Republic of Austria. The Ottoman Empire, which was
brought to an end in 1922, by the successful conclusion of the Turkish Revolution
which established the present day Republic of Turkey in 1923, incorporated lands and
people which today account for more than twenty-five distinct countries in Southeastern
Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East, only one of which is the Republic of Turkey.
The Republic of Turkey bears no responsibility for any events which occurred in
Ottoman times, yet by naming 'Turkey' in the Resolution, its authors have implicitly
labeled it as guilty of "genocide" it charges transpired between 1915 and 1923;
As for the charge of "genocide" no signatory of this statement wishes to minimize
the scope of Armenian suffering. We are likewise cognizant that it cannot be viewed as
separate from the suffering experienced by the Muslim inhabitants of the region. The
weight of evidence so far uncovered points in the direct of serious inter communal
warfare (perpetrated by Muslim and Christian irregular forces), complicated by disease,
famine, suffering and massacres in Anatolia and adjoining areas during the First World
War. Indeed, throughout the years in question, the region was the scene of more or less
continuous warfare, not unlike the tragedy which has gone on in Lebanon for the past
decade. The resulting death toll among both Muslim and Christian communities of the
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region was immense. But much more remains to be discovered before historians will
be able to sort out precisely responsibility between warring and innocent, and to
identify the causes for the events which resulted in the death or removal of large
numbers of the eastern Anatolian population, Christian and Muslim alike.
Statesmen and politicians make history, and scholars write it. For this process to
work scholars must be given access to the written records of the statesmen and politicians
of the past. To date, the relevant archives in the Soviet Union, Syria, Bulgaria and
Turkey all remain, for the most part, closed to dispassionate historians. Until they
become available, the history of the Ottoman Empire in the period encompassed by
H.J. Res. 192 (1915-1923) cannot be adequately known.
We believe that the proper position for the United States Congress to take on this
and related issues is to encourage full and open access to all historical archives and not
to make charges on historical events before they are fully understood. Such charges as
those contained H.J. Res. 192 would inevitably reflect unjustly upon the people of Turkey
and perhaps set back progress irreparably. Historians are just now beginning to achieve in
understanding these tragic events.
As the above comments illustrate, the history of the Ottoman-Armenians is
much debated among scholars, many of whom do not agree with the historical
assumptions embodied in the wording of H.J. Res. 192. By passing the resolution
Congress will be attempting to determine by legislation which side of the historical
question is correct. Such a resolution, based on historically questionable assumptions,
can only damage the cause of honest historical inquiry, and damage the credibility of the
American legislative process.
SIGNATORIES TO THE STATEMENT ON H.J. RES. 192
ADDRESSED TO THE MEMBERS OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
KARL BARBIR
Associate Professor of History
Siena College (New York)
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Professor of History
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